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John UKerrv - Kills Goalies and Reoublicans 
- . . -----. 
John Kerry entered the political arena as an opponent of the Vietnam War after he returned In other Foreign Policy matters, Kerry pro-
from his tour of duty on the Mekong Delta. Back in the States, he founded Vietnam Veter- posed the Code of Conduct of Arms Transfers 
ans of America and testified before Congress as a spokesman for Vietnam Veterans against Act that ·would prohibit U.S. military assis-
the War. But don't get the wrong idea -you won't find pictures of Kerry getting beaten up by lance and arms transfers to nations that are 
cops 1n demonstrations. He was described as ·a veteran whose articulate call to reason undemocratic, do not adequately protect the 
rather than anarchy seemed to bridge the gap between the Abbie Hoffman's of the world human rights of their citizens. or engage in 
and Mr. Agnew's so-called 'Silent Majority. ~ Since winning a Senate seat in Massachusetts, acts of armed aggression.· Apparently, he 
Kerry has kept his reputation as a moderate liberal. doesn't consider those nations to include 
The AFL-CIO has given Kerry a rating of 90% and the candidate espouses the Israel, for whom he has voiced a strong com-
usual centrist workers rights platform. In the past he has 'fought to raise the minimum wage, mitment. At the same time, he believes that 
cosponsored bills to outlaw sinker replacement and provide workers with Family and Medi- · "Israelis expect there will be a Palestinian 
cal Leave to spend time with a new child or care for a family member." But he also voted for state' and that "the Bush Administration's 
the nefarious Welfare Reform. His plan to "fight his heart out" to bring back the three million road map - albeit long overdue - [is] an 
JObs lost under Dubya includes "creating jobs through a new manufacturing jobs credit, by -z 'acceptable approach for reinVTgorating the 
investing 1n new energy industries, restoring technology, and stopping layoffs in education." / .... peace process.' Another key component of 
In addition, he 1s proposing a tax credit on the first $4,000 of every year ot college tuition. his Foreign Policy platform is a commitment 
On the environment Kerry looks even better. He led the fight against drilling in to "provide at least $30 billion in the fight 
ANWR and has a plan to increase energy efficiency and invest in alternative energy against AIDS by 2008.' 
sources "Today we have an energy policy of big oil, by big oil, and for big oil," he said. 'It . · While personally opposed to gay 
may work for their profits, but 1t will never work for America.' In the Senate, his voting record .it :1 marriage, Kerry supports civil unions. He has 
earned him a rating of 96% from the League of Conservation Voters -the highest of any made comments indicating that if public opinion favored gay marriage, he would follow 
ma1or primary candidate. Environmental issues may have a personal attraction to Kerry, along. This sort of shilly-shallying is also evident in his newfound ·courage to roll back 
since he met his wife at the Earth Summit in Rio. Bush's tax cuts for the wealthiest Americans so we can invest in education and healthcare.' 
Earlier in the campaign, one of the biggest reasons more Democrats were reluc- A few months ago he lambasted Dean for making an "extraordinary gaffe' by calling for the 
tant to throw their support behind the usually reliable Kerry is his vote in favor of the Iraq repeal of the tax cuts. . 
War Currently his position is a middle ground between what he sees as two sides: ·on one Kerry has promised to appoint only pro-choice judges to the Supreme Court, and 
side 1s President Bush - who has taken America off onto the road of unilateralism. On the believes that contraQeption coverage must be included in health care plans. To close the pay 
other side are those in the Democratic Party who threaten to take us on a trail of confusion gap and "make equal pay for equal work a reality, not a slogan," he would improve enforce-
and retreat • His military background and membership on military and terrorism related men! of existing laws and disclosure about employer payment practices. 
Senate committees forms the basis of his credibility on secJ.J ri ty issues. 
Dennis Kucinich - Veaan Runs for President 
. '"' In the 1970's, Cleveland's municipal power company was about to be bought out by its en democratic values.' 
private competitor. Dennis Kucinich ran for mayor on a platform of blocking the sale and On the Middle East, Kucinich has called for a Palestinian State and has 
he won- becoming the youngest mayor of a major city in the history of the nation. But the denounced Israeli human rights abuses: "If we seek to require the Palestinians, who do 
business 1nteres.ts pushing for the sale wouldn't give up just because the voters had spo- not have their own state, to adhere to a higher standard of conduct, should we not also 
ken. After Kuc1nich blocked the sale, the banks that had a major interest in the buy-out ask Israel, with over a half century experience with statehood, to adhere to the basic stan-
retaliated by defaulting on the city's loans. Kucinich lost his re-election bid and dropped dard of conduct, including meeting the requirements of international law?' 
out of pol1t1cs Fast-forward fifteen years. a study reveals that Kucinich's principled action Another provision of Kucinich's Foreign Policy would be the withdrawal of the US 
saved the people of Cleveland over $300 million in the long run, and the city council pass- from the WTO and replacing it with individual trade agreements that protect worker's 
es a r.esolut1on thanking him. His political career begins again, and he hasn't lost an elec- rights and the environment. He is the only candidate to have marched with anti-globaliza-
tion since lion protesters in Seattle. 
I suppose there are two lessons you could draw from this story. One: Kucinich is For virtually his entire career Kucinich was pro-li fe (he is a Roman Catholic). But 
a pnnc1pled progressive who won't be bought out. Two: When you are a pnncipled pro- recently he switched to pro-choice and has declared that if elected, he will only appoint 
gress1ve who can't be bought out, it's hard to win elections until you are vindicated fifteen judges who promise to defend Roe vs. Wade. He would also make abortions available 
years later . . through Medicaid. Another issue where Kucinich differs from the Catholic Church is gay 
Kuc1nich probably has !he most insistently anti-war stance of any candidate. He marriage, which he emphatically supports. 
organized oppos1t1on to the war in Congress. His plan is for US troops to be home within When Kucinich called for the labeling and testing of all GMO's, it scared the 
90 days of his taking of11ce, to be replaced by UN troops, until Iraqis are ready to provide biotech industry into launching a $50 milhon advertising campaign. He also supports 
for their own security All efforts to privatize Iraq must cease as well and the UN, not the investment in alternative energy and has proposed a "Green Deal" to share renewable 
US. will decide who gets reconstruction contracts. He has also promised to "cut bloated energy technology with other nations. If that doesn't prove his commitment to 9""' 
and unneeded weaponry from a military budget that now almost equals the military spend- mental issues. he is also a vegan. 
mg of all other countries combined.' Other stands that he has taken, such as voting against the Patriot act in the 
Further establishing his credentials as the definitive anti-war candidate, Kucinich height of post 9-11 hysteria, calling for universal single-payer health insurance and 
has proposed a Department of Peace, which would make non-violence an integral part of demanding that the Justice Department break up media monopolies, prompted the Balti-
US policy. ' Its work in violence control will be to support disarmament, treaties, peaceful more Sun to say that Kucinich "is reminding the other candidates that running for presi-
coex1stence and peaceful consensus building. Its focus on economic and political justice dent should be something more than a contest of style, looks and charisma, little of which 
will examine and enhance resource distribution, human and economic rights and strength- he has.' 
John Edwards - Standing by the Small Guys . 
John Edwards' platform includes many of the Democratic Party's standard proposals. He plan among the candidates to strengthen the UN and NATO and win back our wary allies. 
advocates increasing workers' rights. noting that real wages have gone down 20% since the On the home front, the candidate is proposing a new Homeland Intelligence Agency. But as 
seventies Although his proposals are not particularly original or radical, they demonstrate a critic of the PATRIOT act and as one who voted against the confirmation of John Ashcroft, 
an interest in the traditional Democratic working-class constituency. he demands that his new agency "protect the rights of all Americans with new judicial review 
The image cultivated by Edwards is of a nice down-homey guy who by hard work requirements, new public reporting requirements and a new office of individual liberties." 
and some good luck ended up a US Senator. He is very photogenic, standing among ver- Environment hasn't been a major issue in Edwards' campaign but once again, he 
dant trees in his "blue-collar' clothes. The image is not entirely artificial. He was the fi rst in appears to be walking the traditional party line. He helped take on Bush's gutting of the 
his family to go to college, and before running for the Senate, he was just your everyday Clean Air Act and opposes drilling in ANWR . 
lawyer representing your everyday everyman against your everyday corporate interests. So can he beat Bush? Edwards' strongest argument is that he is from a southern 
And 1f he made a million or two in the process, who can blame him? state with some not inconsiderable electoral votes. That, and he has the right skin color, gen-
Perhaps his most exciting campaign promise is what Edwards' calls "College for italia, bank account and looks nice on the teevee. His blue-collar policies have worked for 
Everyone.' Once elected, he would pass legislation offering free tuition for one year of pub- the party in the past and might do well with people who don't want any of that ' nutty radical-
lic or community college to every "academically prepared" student. In return, the students ism," but want the President to care about the little guy for a change. 
must work ten hours a week (not to mention pay for the other three years). He also has 
some other plans to revamp social services, including a $2,500 tax credit to poor parents of 
newborns. To deal with our crumbling health care system, he proposes grants to improve 
clinics and provide healthcare to all children and help families ' struggling to deal with the ris-
ing costs of doctors visits, insurance premiums, prescription drugs and other health care 
costs· 
To end what he calls Bush's ·war on Work' Edwards would rely on tax credits to 
companies who "keep 1obs in Amenca," as well as other tax cuts to middle and working class 
fam1hes How these plans f1t 1n with his calls for "fiscal respons1b11ity' seems unclear. He has 
also made noises about negotiating trade policies that benefit American workers by enforc-
ing labor and environmental regulations. instead of the tree-traders' wet dreams called 
CAFT A and the FT AA 
On social and cultural issues. Edwards maintains a middle-of-the-road approach. 
He 1s a vigorous pro-choicer, advocating a •federal freedom of choice act so that your right 
o choose is guaranteed and protected no matter what the court does," and opposes most 
f the anll-abort1on policies of the present administration His attitude towards gay marnage 
s somewhat less equivocal While supporting the Massachusetts court decision he stress-
s that ·1 personally do not support gay marriage· or civil unions. Ultimately, he is passing 
he issue off to be decided by the states. Yet he also demands "equal respect and dignity' 
or gays and lesbians. 
With the economy showing some signs of recovery (at least if you define the econ-
my as the Dow Jones Industrial Average). the pund1tocracy has decreed that security is 
oing to be the Big Issue of the election Edwards says he supported the war in Iraq and 
ants ·a far stronger commitment to eliminate the threat of chemical, biological, and nuclear 
eapons " However. he has cnt1c1zed the way that the war has been handled, saying Bush John Edwards admits that he is not as well endowed as some of his competition. 
1d not give enough thought to winning the peace. In particular, he 1s endorsing the standard 
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I JfSmorgasboard of Democrats - Written by Woody Litmanl 
Al Sharoton - The Poor Man's Jesse Jackson 
Everyone knows Sharpton is the most entertaining of the Democratic contenders. But 
while his rhetoric 1s fiery, when it comes down to bonng specifics he sometimes seems a 
httle hazy He is not a policy wonk. We know what Sharpton stands for: No Death Penal-
ty! No More Floridasl A Black President! How exactly we will achieve these goals is not 
so certain 
For instance, one of Sharpton's pet projects is to pass three new constitutional 
amendments These amendments would protect our "Right to Educalton·, "Right to Health 
Care" and "Right to Vote." But these amendments simply voice our determination as a 
nation to confront these issues, rather than detail how we will confront them. He hasn't 
explained which exact health care plan would fulfill our "Right to Health Care: though he 
has been in favor of single-payer 1n the past. 
Sharpton has this to say. "This centrist stuff doesn~ work. Centrist stuff doesn't work 
because people would rather have an authentic person, even 1f they're wrong, than to 
have a cheap imitator. And those that are being abandoned have less reason to come out 
while you seek to go get somebody that will never come your way. So we've been told, 
Blacks, Latinos, gays and lesbians, 'Y'all just be invisible, disappear, come and vote for 
us but we can't be seen with y'all while we go get the white moderate vote .' And for 12 
years they been going to get the white moderate vote, and the white moderate vote has 
gone against them every time." 
If he may be a little vague on details, his broad picture is unmistakable. On most 
of the issues, Sharpton follows a reliably progressive path. He is against NAFT A and the 
death penalty, and would decriminalize possession of small amounts of marijuana. He is 
also strongly in favor of granting either statehood or full voting rights to the residents of 
Washington D.C. 
With regard to foreign policy, Sharpton advocates withdrawal from Iraq. He also 
wants the US to withdraw from the WTO and establish normal diplomatic relations with 
Cuba He has also said that America must stop trying to be a ·supercop." 
Sharpton's support of gay rights 1s unequivocal. He strongly supports gay mar-
nage, and says that asking whether he supports it is, "like asking do I support black mar-
riage or white marriage, because the inference of the question is that gays and lesbians 
are not human beings that can make decisions like any other human being." 
On the environment, Sharpton's rhetoric is not quite as definitive. He supports 
creating 1obs by investing in hybrid and electric cars, as well as strengthening the Clean 
Air and Water Acts. 
To those that insist that Democrats must become more centrist in order to win, 
Sharpton, the 
sage! disco king! 
presidential 
nominee. 
Howard Dean - HEEEEEEEYAAAAHHHHH 
Since Howard Dean became the candidate of choice for anti-war Democrats, he has been branded as aggres-
sive. outspoken and even liberal. True, in today's America opposing the war automatically makes you a hip-
p1e-commie-taliban lover but despite what Newsweek may intimate, Dean isn't going to grow his hair out and 
go vegan anytime soon. As he himself says, "I don't mind being characterized as 'liberal', I just don't happen 
to think it's true." 
The single issue that defines Dean for most people is the Iraq War. He came out against it back when 
doing so was still a pretty big deal for a mainstream politician. This doesn't necessarily make him the default 
anti-war candidate, however. Dean has said he, "told the peace people not to fall in love with me." He also 
supported Gulf War I and every other US intervention between Vietnam and Gulf War II. 
One of the main issues that divides Dean from the usual leftist (and what supporters say makes him 
more palatable to Joe and Edna America) is his fiscal conservatism. Among the Democratic contenders he 
stresses a balanced budget the most, and would repeal the Bush tax cuts and restrict spending to achieve it. 
Dean's centrist streak also appears when he talks about welfare. He crows about his time as Gover-
nor of Vermont, when he was a "pioneer" of welfare reform. 
Until a few years ago Dean was a vocal opponent of the Death Penalty. Now he is a cautious sup-
porter: "The only instances that I support the death penalty are 1) murder of a child, 2) a mass murder like a 
terrorist, and 3) the shooting of a police officer." He has voiced support for a bill that would provide DNA test-
ing for pnsoners on death row. 
LGBT issues are brought up a lot by the Dean campaign, since he is the only candidate to have per-
sonally signed a bill legalizing civil unions. What isn't brought up as often is the fact that he was practically 
forced to sign the bill by the Vermont Supreme Court. He said that gay marriage, "makes me uncomfortable, 
the same as anybody else." And that he would not support a federal law permitting civil unions since, "Mar-
riage isn't the federal government's business." 
"The Doctor's' health care plan is to integrate several existing programs and create a federal alterna-
tive to private insurance that consumers could buy into. Hopefully, this plan would cover everyone living at or 
below 185% ot the poverty level and all children and young adults at or below 300% of the level. Dean plans 
to pay for this $100 billion system by repealing Bush's tax cuts. 
Dean has a generally favorable environmental record. As Governor of Vermont, he preserved 1 mil-
lion acres from development and closed more than 70% of Vermont's leaky landfills. His $100 billion plan to 
invest in renewable energy is also a plus. However, he also supports storing nuclear waste at Yucca Moun-
tain . 
Environmental issues have not been at the center of the Clark campaign, and his 
proposals seem to echo other mainstream Democrats. He asserts that the Clean Air and 
one. 
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A Billion Dollars Here, A Billion Dollars There- Who's Retilly Counting? f3y: Woody Litman I 
President Bush's new vision for increased space exploration has been met by skepticism 
from a wide vanety of groups Liberals proclaim that it is just another boondoggle for Hal-
liburton and the aero-space industry. Fiscal conservatives are already nervous about the 
gigantic deficit and feel queasy about cost estimates that range between $550 billion and $1 
trillion. According to a poll conducted by the Associated press, more than half of Americans 
would prefer the money be spent on earth -on domestic programs. 
Though the details of Bush 's plan are vague, in essence he is calling for a new empha-
sis on elaborate manned missions. This would be a departure for NASA, which over the 
past few decades has been concentrating on robotics, such as the recent Spirit expedition 
to Mars One stated goal of the new program is for humans to land on the moon again no 
later than 2020. But this time we would build a permanent station on the moon which could 
be used "as a stepping stone for more ambitious missions.· Namely, a manned expedition 
to Mars. The shuttle would also be phased out and replaced by a "Crew Exploration Vehi-
cle: which despite the uninspinng name would be capable of venturing outside earth's orbit. 
All this comes at a cost of just a couple billion dollars ... for now. The administration 
has said that it will increase NASA's current budget of $15.4 billion five percent per year for 
the next three years, and one percent for two years after that. Though the White house has 
said that NASA's budget will continue to be less than 1 % of the entire federal budget, these 
things have a tendency to get more expensive as time goes on and no one really knows how 
much the final project will cost. 
Critics point out that these moderate expenses represent just the first steps of the pro-
grams Once we actually begin to build the vaunted moon base and new "Crew Exploration 
Vehicles,· costs will go up astronomically. The conservative group Club for Growth estimates 
that the program will cost $500 billion over the next twenty-five years. Many believe that the 
modest budget increases currently proposed by Bush are simply not realistic considering his 
grand schemes. According to Senator Bill Nelson(D-Florida), a former astronaut, ·s percent 
a year increases are not going to get us to the moon." 
Space geeks and the Administration point out all the cool things space programs have 
brought humanity: CAT scans, programmable pacemakers, dialysis machines. Not to men-
tion tang and astronaut ice cream. New space technology will doubtless bring us more such 
wonders. proponents claim. 
One sector that will definitely make measurable gains from the ' new vision" for NASA 
is the aero-space industry. All those dollars will be going directly into their coffers. It sounds 
like they need it. Flight International, the trade magazine of the industry, called the last two 
years 'among the most miserable ever for many parts of the aero-space industry." But 
things are looking up- the man picked to head the commission planning Bush's space pro-
gram is the ex-CEO of Lockheed Martin. 
What would an analysis of a Bush policy be without a consideration of how it affects 
the oil industry? Halliburton certainly thinks it has a lot to gain from future Mars exploration. 
A few years ago, a Halliburton employee named Steve Streich published an article explain-
ing how the oil industry will profit from a mission to Mars. According to Streich, if we ever 
go to Mars. one of the first activities scheduled will be a massive drilling to determine the 
geological makeup of the red planet. Not only will this require Halliburton or some other oil 
company's expertise, but also incredible advances in drilling technology, with the research 
all paid for by tax-payers. Once acquired, the new technology will allow Halliburton to meet 
our fossil fuel needs into the distant future. 
It is a possibility that space exploration will bring us a better energy source than 011, 
however. There has been talk about the massive benefits of mining helium 3 isotopes, 
known to exist in large quantities on the moon. Helium 3 could be used as fuel in a fusion 
reactor. Theoretically, such a reactor would be almost perfectly safe and clean. Dr. Harri-
son Schmitt, a former Apollo 7 astronaut, even stated in the Sydney Morning Herald that he 
thinks tax payer money won't be necessary for the next moon mission- mining helium 3 will 
be a profitable venture and pay back all expenses. Skeptics point out that scientists still 
haven't figured out exactly how a helium 3 reactor would work. Even if they ever do, it would 
probably require strip mining huge areas of the moon, then heating millions of tons of lunar 
soil to 1,470 degrees Fahrenheit. For these reasons, the chairman of SpaceDev, a major 
space-exploration company, calls plans to mine helium 3 "economically unfeasible." 
The Bush plan for a permanent base to be established on the moon and then used as 
a stepping stone to Mars seems a little problematic as well. It would be more cost effective 
to launch any Mars expedition from a low Earth orbit, rather than making the interplanetary 
pit stop on the moon. Any mission components are going to have to come from Earth any-
way, so why bother with a completely separate stop-over? 
Certain science groups have been calling for NASA to abandon manned missions com-
pletely and focus on cheaper robotic missions instead. They say unmanned missions result 
in just as many scientific advances at a fraction of the cost. Since the vehicles never have 
to come back, costs are effectively halved. The safety factor is also eliminated with robotic 
missions. But others claim that there is no substitute for having a human mind capable of 
analyzing and improvising on the spot. They also point out that manned exploration capti-
vates the public imagination in a way that robots do not. People aren't interested seeing pic-
tures of the ozone hole, or what the rocks on Mars are made of. They want to know when 
they are going to get to take a vacation to the moon and be able to jump around in zero grav-
ity. 
That final argument in favor of manned flight indicates at least one positive result of 
Bush's new emphasis on space exploration. It allows him to use visionary, pioneering rhet-
oric in an election year. His father also proposed manned expeditions to Mars. That pro-
gram was quickly defeated in Congress when cost estimate soared into the hundreds of bil-
lions. Perhaps Bush the Younger doesn't really expect his proposals to get any further than 
his dad's- all they have to do is allow him to stand in front of some neat pictures and use 
impressive scientific words. Once they serve that purpose and he is safely in his second 
term, they can be quietly scraped. 
There are some in the administration that do not consider space to be just politics, how-
ever. A few years ago, Donald Rumsfeld commissioned a report that called tor the eventu-
al creation of a U.S. Space Command that would become a branch of the military just like 
the Army or Navy. The "Report of the Commission to Assess United States National Secu-
rity Space Management and Organization" calls for the increased militarization of space. It 
talks of the danger of a 'Space Pearl Harbor" and says the President must "have the option 
to deploy weapons in space to deter threats." So whether or not we actually make it to Mars, 
you can be sure that plenty tax dollars will be going into orbit. 
16 Books. 15 Weeks 
How strong is this foundation? 
·All first year students are required to take the two semester First Year Seminar, which intro-
duces important intellectual, artistic, and cultural ideas that serve as a strong basis for a lib-
eral arts education ... These fundamental ideas are presented in the context of a historic tra-
d1t1on and on as broad a scale as feasible within a framework that emphasizes precise, ana-
lytical thinking." 
So reads the Bard College course catalogue in its description of the required first 
year curriculum. While this approach 1s an excellent means of introducing critical texts of 
the intellectual world, Bard students have recently been voicing specific concerns with the 
structure of First Year Seminar. 
When the program reconvened after winter break, much discussion of last semes-
ter 's seminar classes took place. While many students had a class which inspired exten-
sive investigation of the questJon 'What is Enlightenment?: others explored a different 
question in which they took away a vague message, if any, due to patchy and disconnect-
ed textual approaches. This wide range of experiences can be attributed to the variance in 
teaching methods. 
We 1nterv1ewed a wide array of first-year students to see if a consensus opinion 
regarding the class could be reached. When you ask any first year student about it, a lengthy 
and opinionated response, often including suggestions for improvement, never fails to fol-
low Consider what Noah Weston had to say. "I think one of the drawbacks of first year sem-
inar 1s the result of, what you could call...literary sprawl. We really branch too far out and 
don't cover everything we intend to." 
Another student we interviewed supports Noah's observations. 'We spent at the 
most two days on each book. I never even read half of the books because I didn't need to 
1n order to pass the class. If they're asking us to write critical essays on the books, we real-
ly need more time to study and consider them in depth. Jhe goal of first year seminar is to 
expose students to and interest them in these books and if students don't even read them, 
then that's an issue." 
Concerning more specifically the books themselves, Noah Weston continues his 
cnt1que "The books that are prescribed to us should be books we are advised to read, not 
: Rebecca Giusti and Genevieve W 
required to purchase and then partially read. Unfortunately. that is the consequence of 
pushing us to get through so much material. I think a lot more coordination is needed 
between the teachers to ensure that students are not forced to unnecessarily spend their 
money, because God knows we've definitely dropped enough here. The newest book list is 
sixteen books, with some professors ordering their students to buy anywhere from one to 
four others. I have a feeling that we are going to cover about a fourth of those in full . We 
really were only able to do that in my first year seminar class last semester. These are all 
great books, but I think it would be more economical for students if they put short works and 
excerpts on Reserve Web, so maybe we don't have to be the ones paying for bad planning. 
Sometimes I feel we just have books to fill our bookshelf." 
On the issue of the instructors, Noah remarks, ·1 think the message that first year 
seminar tries to send is that all these books should be our specialty as students. The prob-
lem is finding teachers who have that expertise already to hand down to us. And while it is 
not bad for them to learn along with us, certainly again it amounts to wasted money for one 
thing, and also wasted time because some students come away with little from a teacher 
who can't really offer much more than they get from the book alone.' 
Other students concurred with Noah. 'We didn't have any direction in our class. 
We never really got interested in our books because our teacher never cared that we even 
read them," and, "My teacher rarely had anything inspiring or insightful to say about the 
material because he had never taught it before. Sometimes it felt only as if he was a sub-
stitute teacher.' Many students tell us they heard their teacher admitting they were not the 
best one to teach a certain book; certainly students believe that this situation impacted their 
learning experiences. 
Jn all our interviews, the number one suggestion we heard was to revert to the for-
mer First Year Seminar structure, with a more individually tailored second semester, in which 
students chose a class that focused on a specific facet of an overall theme or thinker. Noah 
articulates, "If they really want to guide people, if they really want to give people a chance 
to explore something that appeals to them, then they should allow them to narrow their focus 
in second semester, as was done in previous years.' 
Student Government Uodate lbyAndrew Peytonl 
The folks of the student government would like to extend a warm welcome back. We hope 
everyone is excited for the spring semester and had a pleasant winter break. In keeping 
with last semester, we also want to continue trying to make everyone knowledgeable about 
ampus activities and developments. 
-Snowflake Drive for Korreena Salemo: On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday (the 
th. 5th, and 6th) there will be a community fundraiser based on a recent meeting held by 
he SLC. For $2 anyone can purchase the materials to make their very own snowflake to 
hung up in the Campus Center. All proceeds will go to assist Korreena in her time of 
eed. Please come out and show your support. 
-Budget Forum: The beloved Budget Forum will be held on Wednesday night, 
February the 11th at Spm in Kline. Come join the fun as Bard students help decide how 
unds will be distributed to student-run clubs. Guaranteed to be a memorable evening. 
Student Act1v1ties Fee Increase: Last semester there was a big push to increase the activ-
t1es fee so clubs could sponsor more events on campus. The campaign was successful 
nd, beginning with next semester, we hope it will be obvious to everyone as clubs sponsor 
ore and more fun activities to bring our community together. 
-Finals Week and 24hr Privileges: Also last semester, there was much effort to 
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establish a finals week at Bard. The end result was that it needs to be investigated. In the 
mean time, we intend to work this semester to open up the Library 24 hours a day during 
the week of mid-terms and finals. 
-Laundry Services: The final piece of information carrying over from last semester 
is the attempt to terminate the contract with CoinMach, our laundry service provider. While 
the effort to find a new company was unsuccessful, the contract is being renegotiated and 
the area head has renewed his effort to provide us with excellent services. Additionally, 
approximately 20 new machines were installed to replace old, out-dated, and busted 
machines. Please be vigilant about reporting malfunctioning machines to your PC or direct-
ly to B&G. 
j AS always, pleaae feel tree to contact us! 
'1f yoo have any questions, coro~ts. or suggestioos, 
write an e-m~I to elmer: 
e&ntta!¢0fn@bard.edu or slc@bard.edu. 
Thanks a butlcM 
Men 's Basketball, Vassar and the AoocalvoSS 
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Bourgeois Bard Enters The 6th Gate of Hell (By: Chris Konkerl 
"Vassar got me PREGNANT!" "Vassar is a REPUBLICAN!" Yes, all the banners were wav-
ing, the magnificent Bard step team was impressing, and all the stops were pulled out for a 
rowdy and electnfying battle between the better-than ever Bard men's basketball team and 
the Brewers from hated Vassar College, making a historic return to Annandale. 
It had the setup of a classic - one matchup, middle of the season, two teams that 
aren't m each other 's conference, much less at the same level (Vassar is supposedly bet-
ter) C'mon. they may be only 45 minutes away, but I think we play them for one main rea-
son- this is a killer rivalry. Some merely dream, while others vow, but the occasion of Bard 
students invading and taking over Vassar appears to be inevitable, and we definitely had the 
Brewers attenllon on Tuesday. 
Enough hype. Give all of the credit to our inspired , competitive guys' team. Hav-
ing been defeated by 36 points at Vassar last year. Bard gave them a senous fight , losing 
50-67, due almost entirely to disparities in strength and depth of talent. 
Speaking with co-captain and forward Adam Turner before the game, it was evi-
dent that this game carried a lot of weight. "This is a huge statement for us that if we can 
get this win, we've kinda amved and we've had a couple games where we 've almost gotten 
a win over a bigger team in a bigger conference .. .if we can put it together and beat Vassar 
tonight, that would be huge for us: 
The game began. The Vassar defense was stifling from beginning to end, and 
despite solid contention from Bard defenders, the Brewers had a keen eye for the hoop and 
connected on a barrage of three-pointers. On offense, point guard Drew McCormack 
plowed through a full-court press for the entirety of the game. During the first half and part 
of the second, the Raptors used each possession to move the ball around the perimeter to 
keep the game at a slow pace. Typically, the ball would go into the paint to forward Josef 
Woldense. who, unfazed by the physicality of the Vassar post-players, proceeded to drain 
jump shots from near and far, even while hobbling most of the game with knee aggravation. 
Turner, rather than posting up, often penetrated to make plays on the drive. Although he 
had a slow start, he put on a shooting show in the second half, going 5-5, with several three 
pointers and assists. It was disappointing that co-captain Collin Orcutt and McCormack did 
not try to take their defenders off the dribble more often. Orcutt seemed to settle for jumpers, 
while McCormack had a perfect shooting percentage, but with merely two shots. 
All of this made tor an interesting game, but the combination of the atmosphere in 
Stevenson and the intensity overload of the last five minutes made the game unforgettable 
for both good and bad surprises. Something in the air shifted during halftime. The steppers 
rocked everybody's wortd . Then as the second half began, lights in the gym began to tum 
on and off, as if the gym was beginning to wilt under the weight of the occasion. Towards 
the very end, the controlled pace of the game went out the window. The possessions shift-
ed faster than we could turn our heads. All of a sudden, Collin Orcutt was everywhere. He 
was getting steals, diving on the ground, slashing to the rim, getting fouled, and yelling 
something at Vassar muscle man Will Kieffer that forced his teammates to restrain him. I 
think another light went off. On a Vassar fast break with 30 seconds to go, the recipient of 
the pass turned around abruptly and crashed full impact into a motionless Adam Turner, 
making what was undoubtedly the bravest and most regrettable decision to take a charge I 
have ever seen in many years of basketball. With the game totally out of reach and with 30 
seconds left, Turner put his body on the line big time, and I'd be amazed if he played again 
this season. 
What was not said but emphasized, both in the pre-game conversation and in the 
game that followed, was the pride that this squad has in their abilities and identity. It is a 
team of, as Turner noted, "good role players." History will show that this is a Bard team for 
the ages, as McCormack, Woldense, and Turner have each set Bard records for assists, 
blocks, and points scored, respectively. Coach Chris Wood is also on his way to best win-
ning percentage in the school's history. However, what was proved beyond a shadow of a 
doubt by the end of the game was that, with co-captains Orcutt and Turner as rallying points, 
this is a team of warriors that put up an inspiring fight against a Vassar squad that wasn't 
making any mistakes. It might not have been the big arrival game that Turner had hoped 
for, but if that's true, the Raptors fooled everybody 1n the gym that night. I never heard the 
final buzzer go off either. Bard and Vassar left the court with 30 seconds left, the crowd 
stunned silent and cringing, the light above the Raptor's hoop burnt out, and blood left on 
the court. Unlll next year. 
roe: 
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Those rich deadbeat bastards. 
Women 's Basketball CrtJises AOainst Hamoshire ....,, 
Smart kids crush the crackheads I By: Chris Konke1 
Coming off its biggest win of the season against Marymount College on Monday, the 
women's basketball team looked to bring that momentum into Stevenson on Thursday in 
looking for its first winning streak of the season. With a balanced scoring attack, and alert 
defense, the Raptors made short and efficient work of the Hampshire Black Sheep, defeat-
ing them 68-30. 
The Raptors, 3-9, have been struggling to establish consistency in attitude with six 
of the ten players on the roster being first-year players. All of their losses have been by dou-
ble figures, which co-captain Jordan Caress attributed to a losing attitude brought on by 
occasions of surrendering large runs of points. 
The game began with the Raptors and Black Sheep matching each other point for 
point until they were tied at 10. It was exciting early, thanks to Claire Byars diving out of 
bounds and into the visitors' bench for the ball. The point guard for Hampshire connected 
for two three-pointers off the backboard, and the audience started to wonder aloud how far 
the Sheep would go in the game with luck. They went no farther ... literally. Led by spot-on 
jump shooting by Caress and co-captain Kamun Chan, Bard's lead became five, then ten, 
then twenty, leaving Hampshire in the dust - stuck on ten points for nearly the duration of 
the first half. 
At halftime, Bard led, 34-14, and throughout the rest of the game, the pace 
remained to Bard's advantage. The entire team came together, and statistically, every play-
veal ---r·v-iibers. Hannah Timmons ~ 
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steals. Yolanda Mendoza had a great defensive impact in the post, grabbing 7 rebounds. 
Melissa Kutner had a perfect scoring percentage in the paint, with 8 points. Chan, a junior, 
also had 8 points along with 2 steals. Caress, the only senior on the team, had a sustained 
impact on the game in a number of ways. She punished the defense when she was left 
open, provided solid defense of her own, led fast breaks, and most importantly, played 
unselfish basketball. She had 18 points, 4 assists, 3 steals, and a block. 
Before the game, Caress expressed confidence in this year's team and its versa-
tility. "There is so much talent right now. And the time When it clicks is just when everybody 
is so obviously working together and understanding each other's strengths." From the 
stands, it really was obvious that the Bard Raptors play great team basketball. Most impres-
sive to me was that they were very patient in sharing the ball and finding the highest-per-
centage shot, which, in this game, meant either a wide-open look, or a shot from close prox-
imity to the hoop. They played with a lot of trust. All available players saw extended time 
and scored at least 4 points. 
In the cushion of a two-game winning streak, the Raptors are looking to surge and 
keep the positive momentum. Here's hoping they keep the winning attitude, and run n' gun 
themselves to subsequent victories. 
A New Proaram For Youna Whiooer-Snaooers 
- --- - - - ---- -- """ I I I I 
~ ' h Those who can, do; those who can t, teac lsy: Joyce u I 
The recently instituted Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program, Bard's newest grad-
uate program, has been hailed as an innovative new step in the field of secondary and 
post-secondary education. The yearlong program aims to immerse graduate students 
in a specific academic discipline while integrating it with studies in the field of educa-
tion. "This is a bold new idea," says Mark Halsy, the acting Associate Director of the 
program. 'The program is based on the premise that segregating teacher training from 
the disciplines being taught is an unnecessary distinction: 
The philosophy behind the MAT program is to revitalize classroom education 
by focusing on how teachers are being trained, with the belief that the way educators 
teach reflects how they themselves were taught. 'Teaching is an art," says Halsy. "It's 
been reduced to a pseudo-science ... but we want to get back to a clinical approach." 
The MAT program has an integrated curriculum, which demands that students 
work and research both in their elected area of academic focus as well as in the field of 
secondary education. At the end of the program, students will receive a masters of Arts 
degree and a teaching certificate in adolescent education in a specific subject. "Stu-
dents will have graduate-level understanding of their academic field by the completion 
of the program ," says Halsy. The objective behind integrating the two focuses is to help 
students understand the processes and nuances of learning a subject, with the idea that 
it will enable them to teach it more effectively: ·we want to blur the artificial distinction 
between teacher and student. · 
The MAT program also hopes to reform and improve the quality of the field 
experience students will receive. In most standard Ma1ters programs, student teacher 
training is often conducted in isolation, with little or no communication between stu-
dents, teachers, or program faculty. The program has formed partnerships with sever-
al local schools, with the idea that local schools, MAT faculty, and student teachers can 
all benefit from a communicative and concerted relationship. Students will work in the 
classrooms of local public schools in two 10-week blocks with teachers that are already 
familiar with the objectives of the MAT program , and will conduct original research 
under their supervision. 
The program is structured around course work in pedagogy, six graduate-level 
courses in a student's chosen field , intensive student-teacher training, and research 
projects in both the pedagogical field as well as the chosen academic discipline . The 
program also offers a strong advisory system, where students meet in small groups 
weekly with two MAT faculty advisors, one from their discipline, and one from the edu-
cation core . 
The long-term goal of the MAT program is to change the form of public second-
ary education. ·we hope that our projection of student-teacher relationship becomes 
model of interest nationally,' says Halsy. The program currently offers teaching certifi 
cates in English. mathematics, physics, or history, and will expand to include othe 
fields such as art, biology, chemistry, foreign languages, and music. The program als 
hopes to offer summer training or seminars for certified teachers already In classrooms. 
loin the staff of The Observer. Fight the good fight. , 
Next meeting. is Thursday, 2/ 12 
in The Observer office, in~the basement of Tewks. 
As always, e-mail observer@bard.edu if you have any questions or whatever. 
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Civil War Eruots on Bard Camous 19y: Lau-ra Bomyea J 
Aren't we all supposed to be pacifist-hippie-whim'ps? 
"To arms!" cried one brave captain as he and his troops began launching their 
attack on the invading army. "Alie! Alie! Archers Fire!" A rush of snowballs flew from the 
roof of Bourne. striking the snarling mass of North Campus Residents attempting to infil-
trate the toaster from below. And thus. the battle began. 
We waited quietly in our foxholes, surrounded by the thickness of night. Antici-
pating an attack under covered darkness. a wall had been constructed in front of Bourne's 
common room window, and anxious South Campus Residents had begun stockpiling 
ammunition. Word of a Northern attack had been circulating for days. When the first 
snowball was lofted, the South was prepared for war. 
Southerners tore at the wall. pushing and clawing al the snow until they created 
openings large enough to accommodate their snarling visages. The defending army had 
already taken their posts and snow began flying through the night air. "Moderate thisl" 
one rebel yelled as he launched a tightly packed snowball. "Go back to the land of deca-
dence, you infidels!" cried another. 
In the pitch-black midnight hour, the warring factions lost sight of their comrades 
and began furiously hurling snow with reckless abandon. Loyalties were forgotten and in 
the confusion many brave soldiers found themselves firing at friendly targets. standing 
next to the opposing forces that occasionally cried "Cruger!' "Die South!' or "Help me, 
help me, I live in Keen!" 
One brave individual ran by me screaming "North Campus smells like Vassar!" 
and hurling his snowballs with all the might he could muster. Suddenly, spotlights flood-
ed the sky from the roof of Obreshkove. Someone yelled "Get Shelovl" and one paladin 
ran by holding a small ball of snow to a bleeding nose. 
The quad was filled with residents throwing snow, knocking each other over and 
yelling . Soon security officials burst onto the roofs of the toasters, breaking up the battle 
and taking ID cards. The warriors on the rooftops were forced to surrender. Gradually, the 
raging tumult receded and the chilly Northerners retreated to the forests. 
Sitting with a group of weary soldiers at the end of the war. I heard many of them 
celebrating their victory. Indeed, one warrior proclaimed himself the sole victor in battle 
and issued an ultimatum on that point. Recalling the madness, he told me "They fucking 
dragged me into the snow to take my post office box shield ... Basically we proved that if 
a pimp were involved in a snow ball fight, he would look like me." 
Those that I interviewed asserted a strong and decisive victory for the defending 
Southerners. One decorated hero asserted "South campus whooped their asses, drove 
them into the ground and comported itself most admirably." Another weary soldier wan-
dered through on his way outside saying, "Let's stop making war and drink beer.· 
Josh Klein-Khun spoke of the Southern victory with great pride and admiration. 
"Tonight proved once again that the South will rise against northern aggressors," he told 
me. "Tonight, we took a stand for Southern pride and valor and honor. We beat back the 
Yankees again, and showed them that Dixie is still not to be messed with." 
He smiled happily as we all kicked back and shared our war stories. While the 
great snowball fiends massaged their war wounds, someone observed a really good 
smell. "Something smells really good," they said. "It's my feet," Josh replied , and grinned 
as he headed back to Steinway. 
Students Avoid Boredom At Anv Cost 
Intersession is, like, pretty cool IBy: Jesse Morgan-RTITS] 
.,, 
The most commonly asked question of the past couple weeks was most likely, ·so. permitted to live in another student's room in one of the Old Toasters. One senior that stayed 
how was your intercession?" The most common response being, "you know, it was , lik.e, for intersession stated that there were a few people in each of the Old Toaster dorms. She 
pretty cool." When the author of this article heard this ubiquitous question, he asked himself, got some work done, but not as much as she had hoped. The amount of work that various 
"what really happens during intercession?" - seniors got done for senior projects this break was a mixed bag. Some got a great deal of 
Bard lore claims that Intercession was initially conceived in the old days to save work out of the way, while some reported not accomplishing anything. 
money on heating bills during the cold month of January. This may be true because, as any- As I randomly questioned people that I met on how their intersection was, Adam 
one who spent his or her break on the East Coast can surely attest to, the weather can get Janos responded with the most enthusiasm about his break. He and a friend from high 
brutally cold this time of year. Yet due to tradition or some other unknown force, the month school traveled to Thailand for a three-week excursion of sight seeing and exploring. 
long break from school has persisted through the years, even as Bard's financial state has Between the two of them, they had only spent about ten hours at most buying the plane tick-
markedly improved. ets and planning the trip. On the long plane ride to their destination they began to look 
On the last days of the semester, the campus rapidly transforms into a ghost town. through a travel guide called 'The Lonely Planet" for ideas on where to go. I was skeptical 
Most students are packing up what they will need for the break, while oth-"Wli~lh~'-~-t-~ -, that it was possible to travel to another country with such little plan-
ers are still desperately finishing projects for a class. Then there is Christ- : e_ er ~~µ~ l'eQ ' OO 'f'.~~ning ahead of time, but Adam assured me that "you really don 't need 
mas, Hanukah and New Y~ars ~o deal with. After all that fun stuff, we all still am~!fl9o; trip.; .:~~}l~t. arq~{f to know anything . ... If it is a safe cou~try and friendly to !~reigners. 
have .three weeks of. vacation time. By ~he time w~ al~ get back to s~hool, YOU!$"' house. ~mbked a 'lot 'Of that's all you need.' If you are open-m~nded ~nd good-spmted, then 
anything cool you might have done dunng the beginning of January IS oldpoe·and watched ~The so~jthe people there are very warm and fnendly 1n return. Adam recalls 
news. Nobody cares what you did for New Years. I can hardly remember • • • • ,... :' ·one of his more memorable nights when 'people were giving me 
what I did myself. When I do think back to the month away from school, all nos1 td say either d1rect1on 4.S drinks and throwing their arms around me." 
I can come up with is the word 'boring.' . perfeqpy tin~,~: 't;:M ... I , >· ~ >; ~He ~ravels t.o expe.rience cu.ltu~e and meet new people, but tends to 
Now let's get back to the question at hand, 'How was your iriter- "''1·u·~··· ·'"*"'~"'"''~~-a....,~,.,,, avo1d the wild "spnng-break1sh party scenes. He notes that partying 
cession?" Two individuals interviewed for this article reported getting sick with strep throat. in Bangkok is "totally nuts." If nature is your thing, the country also otters ~ reiolQl:U''-
That sucks. Others traveled to Puerto Rico, Santa Cruz, Mississippi, Prague, (not too shab- and mountains. I asked Adam if he thought that his trip had been long enough. "It was a 
by), and to their respective homes for the holidays. If anyone really cares, I spent mine at huge epic thing, but I was ready to go back to school. Leaving was hard to do, and I was 
home with my parents in New Hampshire, while just managing to get a few hours of work in crying a little bit on the last night," he said . 
a week at a nearby restaurant. Not everyone was able to get jobs, as it is hard to find Intercession can only be what you make of it. We get this month off in the middle 
employment for just a month. One junior from New York City remarked, 'I tried really hard of two semesters and people choose to do a variety of things. The length of the break feels 
to find a job, but it was really competitive ." Jobs were certainly hard to find this winter in the just right to me and to most people that I talked to. Even though some people may be bored 
sluggish economy, but the bottom line just might be that "the break is too short to have a job out of their minds by the end of it, the break offers us something different that we can't get 
and take 1t seriously." When I asked this junior if she would prefer a longer break to get a while we are at school. It's a little peace, quiet and an open book of possibilities. Whether 
JOb, she replied: "No." The only reason she had been looking for a job was because, "after you went on an amazing trip or sat around your house, smoked a lot of pot and watched 
two weeks your vacationing is over. and you got to find something to do." The Sopranos, I'd say either direction is perfectly fine. I only ask that we all try to say some-
The month long break for seniors was a fine time to get a portion of work done on thing interesting when asked, "How was your break?" 
their senior projects. For eight dollars a day, a senior working on his or her final project was 
Vo11 Cannot Die From Starvation 
And some other fun fat facts 18y: caleb Morlit 1 ·
Let me start this article by saying that I am certainly no expert in the areas of nutrition or 
personal training . Everything that I do know comes from reading books and working out 
heavily for the last two years. The information contained within this article specifically 
comes from a book by Covert Bailey called "Smart Exercise." I trust this book, and so I 
pass the information that it holds onto you with the hope that you can benefit from it in 
whatever way you see fit. I do not advocate trying to lose weight to squeeze into those 
supermodel pants. Personally, I prefer athletic girls who look like they could kick ass if it 
came nght down to it. 
Fact 1: Everything that you eat can be turned into fat when eaten in excess. This does 
not mean that you should limit yourself to 1 piece of broccoli from now on. It only 
means that you should not think of fat as being contained only within certain "evil" 
foods. 
Fact 2: Fat is the main source of energy for your body. 70% of the calories that your 
body uses to power your muscles comes from conversion of stored fat into energy. 
Fact 3: When people stop being active, one of the first systems to go is the enzymes 
that converts fat into energy. This means that if you stop moving for a month and then 
get on the treadmill for an hour. most of the energy will come not from fat, but from 
sugar within the body. In order to get back in shape you must exercise consistently for 
a few weeks to retrain your body to burn fat. 
Fact 4: The quickest way to lose fat while training is through aerobic exercise. For the 
he BEAD staff strives to keep Bard clean and green at all levels. Currently, one of the most 
xcit1ng projects involves the Bard vehicles that use diesel fuel. BERO proposed that the 
rucks switch over to using Biodiesel fuel. 
Switching over to Biodiesel will yield fantastic benefits for the college and the sur-
ounding community. The campus vehicles currently using conventional diesel fuel are 
sing up 11 ,000 total gallons a year; the Shuttle uses 6,000 gallons a year on its own. The 
U S. EPA has approved this alternative fuel· which when combined at 20% with regular 
iesel cuts down air emissions of direct pollutants by 35%. All this is done with no harm to 
he performance of the VJhicles, nor wilt it ~~gatively affect '!!.~if)t~an~ of th~':.!.:.- . "" 
;;;;_~; • .,. r :w:·~. l'»OOO'il~;v;.;.;-:·J~ ~ :& . ~~..:.:1m:·t: ~°I" ~'R·:..:~~:lll'"l'i:?o'U~;~: 
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sake of simplicity, aerobic exercise will be defined as any exercise that allows constant 
oxygen flow to your muscles. When your muscles do not receive enough oxygen, they 
are unable to burn fat and will only be able to partially burn sugar. Burning only sugar 
for too long will create that build up of lactic acid that is the source of the phrase "feeling 
the burn." If you are trying to burn fat you should perform your exercises at a level that 
makes you breath heavily without gasping like a fish . Being able to carry on a stilted 
conversation is usually a sign that you are running at the right speed. 
Fact 5: Lactic acid can be a good thing. When you "feel the burn" you are burning the 
sugar in your system, which leads to a firming of the muscles. When people lose a lot 
of weight without integrating anaerobic (oxygen deficient) exercise, they are usually left 
with a lot of loose muscle, which tends to leave you looking like grandma. 
Fact 6: It is impossible to starve to death. In order for fat to be converted to energy in 
the body, it requires a lot of sugar. When people stop eating, they lose all of the incom-
ing sugar so that their body is forced to convert protein into sugar. Since protein is nec-
essary for the creation of immune system antibodies, if enough of it is used to activate 
the fat. then the body becomes susceptible to diseases death becomes inevitable. 
Even someone who dies weighing 75 pounds still has 10-15 ponds of fat in their body. 
Because fat is the primary source of energy in the body, this means that it is impossible 
for people to ever starve to death. Unbelievable, but true. 
BEAD is very excited aboUt this project and holds future plans to switch some of 
the heating fuel used in campus buildings over to similar vegetable-based substitute fuel. 
This would even further diminish the amount of damaging gas emissions and overall air pol-
lution that negatively affect us all and the world we live in. 
For more information or to share your ideas for a greener campus, please contact 
BERO at ext. 7868, or at recycle@bard.edu. Be sure to check out BERD's Salvaged Office 
Supplies [S.O.S.] room located in the basement of Brook House, behind Residence Life. 
Fruit For Ihouaht .....,, 
Perusing the global news last week, I discovered an artide written in the Guardian that inspired 
this article. The Guardian reported an announcement by the British government of a new state-
sponsored program of 77 million pounds for providing all children under the ages of seven with 
tree fruit every day at school. A pilot scheme using lottery funding is being directly transferred to 
the price of distnbuting some 440 portions a year to roughly 2 million children in about 18,000 
state schools in England. The program is part of a movement by the government to improve 
public health and tackle a growing problem throughout the developed world: Obe~ity. 
Although it is quite useful to target fast food giants (i.e. Ronald McDonald) who man-
ufacture pisspoor food products on a mass scale, it is also important to focus on those veiled 
characters amidst the producer skyline inhibiting progressive Health reform. Of the agents 
responsible for trumping a global movement to decrease malnutrition, American sugar barons 
are among the most dangerous. Marion Nestle, the chair of the Department of Nutrition & Food 
studies at New York University, commented that, "because sugary foods often replace more 
healthy foods, diets high 1n sugar are almost certainly contributing to osteoporosis, cancer, and 
heart disease It's time that the foods label informed customers of a foods contribution to a rec-
ommended limit for added sugars: In reality, the real impediment to "limiting" sugar intake has 
not been the lack of information on product labels. The primary agents failing to promote lower 
sugar intake levels reside in the Bush administration, which is placing the interests of powerful 
sugar moguls ahead of the battle against obesity. It is as a result of the Bush administration's 
1nabthty to place reason above greed, that they now face attacks from the World Health Orga-
nizabon (WHO), tor not abiding by the 10% daily sugar recommendation set by the WHO, 
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Whether or not this international challenge to the 1 O % sugar intake recommendation would 
actually affect developing countries' economic success is up for debate. Brazil only manufac-
tures 45 % of their total sugarcane crop into sugar, while the remainder of sugarcane is convert-
ed into fuel alcohol (1 ton of sugarcane = 1.2. barrels of petroleum). A legal gasoline content 
requirement of roughly 1/4 fuel alcohol allows Brazilians to save on petroleum imports, overrid· 
news 
~y: Maxwell Lee1 
ing the social benefits derived from revenues of sugar exports. Back to the issue of the WHO 
report, what is of interest here is US opposition. Why? Say the American sugar industry suffers 
losses in revenue; the overall standard of living in this country would not suffer to nearly the 
same degree as Cuba's economy, where sugar cane is one of the only key cash crops being 
exported. 
Health Professor Kaare Norum, leader of the WHO's fight against diet-related dis-
eases, has been arguing with US Health Secretary Tommy Thompson, who defends the US 
sugar intake of 25 % of daily calories. Norum daims that in failing to adopt the WHO blueprint 
to combat obesity the US is making the health of millions of young Americans hostage to for-
tune (i.e. American sugar beet farmers, alcohol manufacturers, etc). Although the sugar indus-
try is one of the most protected US farm sectors whose refined sugar price is more than twice 
that of the world market price, it is interesting that the source of defense for the 25 % guideline 
is not the farmers. The Department of Health is backed by "scientific fact." The Department's 25 
% figure is supposedly based on a report issued by the Institute of Medicine; however in April 
of 2003 Harvey Rneberg (president of the Institute) wrote Thompson explaining that the report 
must have been misinterpreted, for it makes no recommendation of sugar intake. 
Threats imposed by high sugar intake include its direct links with obesity, cardiovas-
cular illness, as well as diabetes. Norum writes, "Obesity rates have risen so that now one in 
three Americans bears the burden of very high health risks associated with this condition, with 
the poorest and marginal communities worst affected.• An estimated 60 % of disease worldwide 
is now due to cardiovascular illness, which causes 47 % of deaths. More than half of Americans 
are overweight, and in some states, including Texas, nearly one-third of the population is clas-
sified as obese. It is obvious that there are sketchy ties between the government and the sugar 
lobby when Thompson is sending Bill Steiger (godson of George Bush Sr.) as his representa-
tive to meetings for the Department of Health. Even more problematic is Steiger's argument at 
these meetings: "there is no evidence of a correlation between selling junk food to children and 
obesity." Go get em' Billy! 
Considering current consumption levels are 9.8 million short tons of sugar each year 
in America, it is obvious that curbing sugar-intake will take time. Yet it stands as more obvious 
to me that there a number of measures that can be taken on a national level to de-emphasize 
unnecessary consumption levels for sugar, and instead advocate healthier sources of energy 
(fruits and vegetables for example). Discussing the country's recently adopted fruit program for 
children, British Health secretary John Reid commented, ·1 am not one of those who believes 
that you can run about ordering people and passing laws. We should try and do it by persua-
sion." Persuasion and not coercion is a very smart way to raise Health issues, and I applaud 
Mr. Reid in this decision. 
Walking through the hallway of my former high school two weeks ago I saw vending 
machines stocked with Skittles. Chocolate, Doritos & Pop. It is unfortunate that at my High 
School the government hasnl intervened as the British government has on regulating "commer-
cial-free areas" throughout its 1,500 secondary schools, carrying over 4,000 vending machines. 
Rather than staring at vending machine panels caked in corporate iconography, students wlil 
instead see panels designed by the Coca-Gola Company with ptctures of children playing in 
cityscapes. Atop the shift in icons, healthier drinks such as water and juices have been slowly 
replacing Pop products. Taking such small steps in health reform should not be such a difficult 
task in this country, especially when it concerns children. So ... I guess its only proper for one to 
ask: What the Hell is going on? 
Election ·Analvsis: "Electabilitv" = Timiditv ~ Pf RY&ntl0ldad8f' 
Date-d Dean, Married Kerry J J 
It has become pretty clear in the past couple of weeks that Howard Dean will have to overcome 
enormous challenges, most notably the mainstream media and a reluctant electorate, to win the 
nominabon for President from the Democratic Party. It seems obvious that he will not attain the 
nomination, but I'd like to focus on the positive results of his campaign effort. It appears that he 
pulled the supposedly "electable' (which is not a real word, by the way) Sen. John Kerry (D· 
Mass.) to the left by energizing the progressive faction of the party for his election bid. There 
are countless disillusioned Americans who are horrified by Bush's so-called ·war on Terror,' his 
quite out in the open bias for the wealthy few, his utter disregard of environmental issues, and 
so on and so forth. Kerry, being less repulsive to the ruling and middle classes than Dean, and 
being one hell of an opportunistic son of a bitch, is reaping the rewards of Dean's efforts. Kerry 
sees that the coast is dear to be a lot more left-wing than he had been, and it now appears that 
he is g0tng to steal Dean's thunder. 
It's a shame that Kerry and the rest of the mainstream candidates couldnl wear their 
beliefs on their sleeves Since the beginning, but you have to be cautious if you want to win the 
general election. You canl be too critical of things, canl bring up the real aims of our foreign 
policy, canl bring up how your own party sold out in a big way in the 90's (well ... because they 
support that, but never mind). In other words, the Democratic candidates must be impotently 
opposibonal. That is, until some loony shows up (Yeeeeeeeeeaaggghhhhl) and brings these 
things up in a more or less open fashion. Then it becomes cool to have these things come out 
of your own mouth. Like the truth and stuff. The Congressional Candidates (Kerry, onceupona-
!Jmel..Jeberman, goodriddanceGephardt and lastly or thirdly, Sen. John Schmedwards) are sim-
ply used to being bullied by the Bush Administration and bowing to conventional wisdom about 
our Foreign Policy aims and the resultant Terrorist threats. 
Anyways, now that Kerry has given himself permission to indulge in a little progres-
siveness - because he will benefit politically - things are taking a more positive turn. A positive 
tum 1n the hell-world of our political reality. That reality is not a pretty one. Our candidates must 
be as lifeless as possible, they can't tap into any disgruntled emotion provoked by an unaccept-
able picture of greed, reckless use of power, terrible economic inequality, and the fact that our 
"Pres1denr is a fucking moron. The masses must be kept sedate, uninformed (and it's cousin, 
misinformed), and distracted so that they don't threaten privilege. Our mainstream media, being 
a reflection of the concerns of the powers that be, works overtime to marginalize those views 
which do not serve power interests. If the New York Times doesnl have to mention the name 
Dean, it won't. At this pomt the Times just skips from Kerry to Edwards to Clark, failing to men-
tion number 2 (Dean's got 174 delegates to Kerry's 412 as of Sunday, Edwards has 116) 
because Number 2 is just a little too ... Yeeeeeeeeeaaggghhh! 
The fact that Dean's campaign will probably die from his unfortunate ejaculation (and 
his near bankruptcy, admittedly) does not speak well for our media and our political culture. 
Journalistic standards are nowhere to be found ... nowhere to be found. Take a look at FOX 
NEWS, where the commentators are interviewing the candidates in the most disgusting fash-
ion possible. 'Democratic Nominee X, isnl it true that you are doing terribly in the polls, the other 
candidates said this, that and the other thing about yo rnamrna, you're snorting oxycontin, you're 
gonna drop out of the race, and planning to go home and shoot yourself in the head With a dou-
ble-barrel shotgun?" (I'm embellishing here, but only a bit). Granted, Fox represents the most 
repulsive section of the spectrum, but the other major news outlets are also carrying on that 
ugly policy of marginalizing the candidates that are most unacceptable to the mainstream (Dean 
and Kucinich ... gotta make 'em disappear). It's just their persistent, obsessive habit of focusing 
on how bad Dean's doing - if they even mention his name - that's so revolting. 
Anyway, it's obvious now that this year is going to be about endless pain and endless 
heartache and chest pain and eating endless rounds of political shit sandwiches and picking the 
guy who really sucks and is not who he says he is but still ... we must pick the guy who's the 
least terrible. Or some shit. It may be that we have to get behind Kerry this year because he 
hath been ordained "electable" by the electorate and, "it is what it is," we all chorus helplessly. 
I just hope that he absorbs enough of the force from Dean to be as "effective' as possible 
against Bush. 
Also, • and I say this just in passing cause it's so fucking obvious - this election is very, 
very special, being as it is that Bush wasn't elected and is carrying out very dangerous and reck-
less policies - so there needs to be a very powerful message in i he campaign of the opposing 
Democrat. The message must be so powerful that even· if Bush wins, it will be quite clear to 
those in the mainstream of political thought that this was SOMETHING THAT SHOULD HAVE 
NEVER HAPPENED. Whoever wins the Democratic Nomination must necessarily transcend 
the normal rhetoric, because our situation demands it. With this in mind it is very disappointing 
to see people, candidates, and the media talking as if this campaign is just another normal pres-
idential campaign and blah-di-blah blah blah. Very disappointing, because it means our system 
is in perfect working order - people are cynical and feeling powerless. Thank God someone 
like Dean came along and shook things up. Not without divine intent. .. 
' f _Yo u Want M o re . . . . 1Ccnpila:l By: EtlEn Rrter arrl Ryan Ibxt:a:Er 1 
We canl offer everylhing in The Observer about the upcoming election. We try, but we fail, For 
more extensive coverage. check out the following articleslmtscell. 
Article: "Sleeping Wrth The GOP,• by Wayne Barrett 
j.Jnk: httpllwww.villagevoice.comhssuesA)405/baett.php 
~heve it or not, Ae~rand Sharpton is being underwritten by rlght-w!ng.ers who Intend ~spilt 
the left and keep the Presidency in their hairy palms. Believe it 
Article. •Strong Dems; by Andrew Sullivan 
Link: http/lwww.andrewsulliVan.com/maio_artJde.php?artnum---20040201 
The grouchy gay Repul:iican actually th!nks that the Dems have a chance. Of course they do. 
Article: "John Kecys America,• by 'Nilliam F. Buckley Jr. 
Link: http:l/www.nationalreview..comtllashback/wfb200402040837.asp 
SOci<tey and crow haven't liked John Kerry since t97f. What an honor for him, VVho said 
wasn't a real liberal? 
Arttcle: "\Nhy Busti. Picked Ru8sert,• by Howard Kurtz .~ 
Link: http:flwww. washingtonpostcom/wp-dyn/nationlcolumnsi1<urtzhowardl 
Georgie .gears up tor te~on by getting up early on a Sunday mo1n111g and fielding so 
qu&$tloos. Now if only he'd give an unscripted press conference. 
Article: "Democrats See Michigan as Test Run for November,• by E;.J. Kessler 
Unk. l"lttr;JtwwwJorward.com~~.0206lnews6a.htmf 
Wolverines and car manufacturers will decide our fate. 
Un}<· WWW Oeangoe$nuts.com 
Min<H>1owinQ remixes of the •1 Have A Scream· speech Check out the "Hey Ya1· remix u 
·m1xes.• Eveiy candidate should have his own Outkast song 
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2003: A Wallet Full of Ticket Stubs !By Henry Casey I 
········································································································ ··········································································· The first movie that I wish I had reviewed this past year is The Revolution Will Not Be Johnny Depp as •the man so hot that that even straight men will admit is attractive • Its ; 
Televised It's about the 2002 revolution under Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, effects extended beyond itself as 
and the d1sturb1ng influence and manipulatton that was created by the major media com- thanks to the exposure it gave Keira 
panies What ts truly revolutionary about this film ts the fact that all the footage of Knightly, gave the underground hit 
Chavez, hts cabinet, and the events that took place was not taken from a recreation or "Bend 1t Like Beckham" a second run 
stock footage, but from documenters who were eyewitnesses to it all This is a topic that with much more advertising and a 
the US Government would rather no~ ,.,,.r• ~.r , -:..:i .... , chance to .be seen 
see the light of day because 1t 1mpli-. ~;':B~>~«~ Finally I end with my Top 5 of 
cates them tn trying to take Chavez ':J·t;%t~.:.;4~ "'* the year 
out This might have played into the ;, .. ~.:'.-=~t~.$,~~, 1. Kill Bill Vol. 1: a experi-
fact that there was NO PRESS at all . ..Z#" ··... ence of pure enjoyment where I was 
for this movie It was only by chance ::_,...;;{. ''': left wanting more and will be granted 
that I found out that tt was playing in~~.'·' , . "· . that wish soon this year Best blood 
NYC over Thanksgiving break . Thts~L ever. 
1s a movie that you have to make anly~·~ 
effort to find, but trust me when I tell. ~"'f' 
you that your effort in finding it will be . "'~ 
worth every second of this important ~ 
him. 
2. American Splendor: I did-
n't get to review this movie but I 
thought it was the best response to 
the ·comic Books As Movies· 
Phenomeon that gave us shit like 
Underworld. I'm going as Harvey Now that I've talked about 
that hidden gem. I'd like to go into 
depth on what I ltke to call "the fall of 
Pekar on Halloween when I have to go with my kids someday. 
cinema in the west", or "The Rise Of Regal Cinemas". This chain has taken over the-
atres that were once good like Hoyts or United Artists. The movie theatre. which used 
to be the last place where commercials played, is now a place for the other forms of pop 
culture to be sold and hyped And it's not like the artists being pushed through the cel-
luloid are decent at all. That would be a waste of the record label 's money, so instead 
we are shown music videos from shitty singers like Ashanti, Rachel Farns and some 
hornble new wave of the Spice Girls called Bond In add1t1on, when you buy a drink, 
you 're gonna get a really shitty lid with a mini cd in 11, and the ltd falls off quite easy too. 
All of this bullshit takes place before the movie hits the screen, and since you have to 
arnve at the theatre so early to make sure the feature has not sold out, you 're forced to 
3. Cold Mountain: no other movie this year held my attention the way this mas-
terpiece did. It got me to believe in Renee Zelwegger again and increased that amaz-
ing streak Jude Law has been on. 
4. Lost In Translation: a quiet simple movie that affected me like very few oth-
ers have. I drove home in silence, just thinking about the sophomore sensation Sophia 
Coppolla created. Bill Murray is a comic god who proves that his dramatic role in Rush-
more was nothing close to a fluke. Give that man an Oscar. 
sit there and endure tt all. 
Another thing I'd like to talk about is Pirates of the Canbbean: The Surpnse of 
2003 This was advertised to make me think it was going to be the worst movie of the 
year. and instead 1t was a funny, exciting and very well done movie. It was the return of 
5 Return of the King: I apolo-
gize for my ripping the LotR series in my 
Kill Bill review. This was actually an 
amazingly good movie, an epic fllltng 3.5 
hours and even though it felt ltke that 
much time, I didn't care. Here's to Kill Bill 
2, and more cries of solidarity at the local 
theatres . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SUPER ~OWL ~9: ONE r1r-~1r Ar A TIME 
~y Lacy Pos~ 
Was that this year 's Super Bowl halftime show or was 1t another Girls Gone Wild : Cancun commercial? Whether you found yourse 66 bdsy w6hde~g why this 
year 's commercials didn 't quite seem up to their usual standard or if you happened to be skipping the game to catch · sex and the City" (like I was) , you, my fnend , 
missed the greatest televised popular culture phenomenon since the Madonna-Britney kiss . Although Justin Timberlake cla ims to have only intended to tear off 
part of Janet Jackson's costume, what happened was he ripped off enough fabric for full exposure of her right breast. That's right, your football enthusiast grand-
father saw one of Janet Jackson's boobs flop out tn the open on prime time telev1s1on . However, full nipple exposure is far from the actuality ot the situation 
Instead we saw Jackson sporting a new ktnd of jewelry, a ntpple medallion in the form of a silver sunburst. While most of America found themselves, tn the words 
.~ i ,.,, 
: ' ' . . .4'··· 
,. ,\,.· ., -·· , 
• ~ .. , ' j '. t . 
W~~ . > ·~ : /~ ... ,1; .. ,J ,\ ,., "~ ~7\•!? • · 
i.· , ...... ···- • .; I ~,.' ·' :.. --~ . . . 
. " .... " ~ • i. .. !'\. ' f ,. 
~5 "·:,..-~· . ~ < ' 
of one newscaster, · abreast of the situation· , the rest of us were left wondering 
one simple question : are they real? NPR remarked Tuesday that the event left all 
involved facing "stiff penalititties ," I mean, "penalties ." TiVo announced the half-
time show was downloaded more than any other program in the company 's histo-
ry. Now betng referred to with such phrases as "Nipplegate• and "Bra-ha-ha," the 
incident is apparently being investigated by the Federal Communications Commit-
tee as well as by CBS officials for violating decency laws. If CBS concludes the 
performers did plan the stunt , they're considering banning both Justin and Janet 
from their broadcast of the Grammy awards . But I, for one, hope they make tit-
err, 1t-to the Grammys. Hopefully th is time we 'll get to see Janet ripping off 
Justin 's clothes . 
BEFQRE ANR AF-TIT-ER • 
• "'""' .v .~;~ , .:~· .· }:~~..,· A·.: ,,\ ~·· 
'•· ' •it . 
Official Observer Un-Coverage of The Nipple Seen Round The World ! 
:>.-" :: . } ~- • . ' .• . :·. ~- .. 
.·~ 
~"'· oiilWte® J § 1sy .. NoahWeston1 .,. 
ft maybe so tangential, i wantto begin b#.tiotlng ttlat\lteeo games have-.Rfa~ l)ost to a plethora of dreadful protagonists. Only in the last five years has the industry been dar-
itlg enough to produce games with tolerabl'e. even enjoyable main char~ers. Even as a wee loser, I pondered the senselessness of manip-
ulating the motion$ of~ pllJr®et Who combat«! ~-too!drtg crea\Uree wfth fl*ltot1ve eyes and turtles, rather than do s<>mething plauslble-
like fix someone's tucking ptumbing, As a sljgntfy,older loser, I moved .bnto:the "fast pace~ adventures of a blue hedgehog. Back then, we meas· 
ured .a character's ment tn terrns of now potmy and in-your-face tie/she/it was 
Now, I'm blessed" video games have caught up to my 1evel of marurtty and erudition in many ways, particularly the1c characters. l ··catl be a 
mobster. a serial tdlret. Qt a tlitmartf Granted, the new crop of respectable video game personalities tend toward crlm1t1al1ty more Ulan th.efr pred-
ecessors, bot that monotony is worth never again assuming control of a shitty pl umber with no understanding qt his rote il1socf ety. 'lJpon pur-
chasing Tl'tie Cril1'1f1$'. Street~ Qf LO$ Angetes f-orthe Playstattoo 2, I anticipated potentially playing as a w~y hero, qo~ron the "nghr side of 
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:,..the law, at that. Ftfteen minutes into the gamt:.lrealize(i that I should stop hoping 
*. Aforthings. f" 
True Ctlmes is a stunningly shallow ~m6, complete with a main character too 
-·~dumb eveo !orttle Hollywood action rooviestll& game emulates 1n half-senousness. 
You are Ntck l<ang, a cop •rejected by ftle police and feared by criminals," who 
engages tn reckless high~speed chases, Intense gunfights, and heated hand-t~ 
Mflfld combat Whll& this game tries to be everything but good, I could not help pt<\y• 
ing it for hours, for a few ~ry particular reasons. For one thing, the game is set i 
a very rough appro)Gmatlol'l of Los ~ngeles, and rich with ternble, but familiar~ 
Coast rap music, appealing to me as a homesicl< Californian. ft also featureSi 
_ ,Christopher Walken as lhe VOiO& ot one of tne secon®ry figures in ttie st<>ry NO> 
··--matter your g~rng sensibilities, Walken makes the experience more bearabl~ for. 
11\he few m1nll~s-he full<$ etvety now and then throughout ttie game. Fina11¥r.l catTrlQt\ 
"" write flatteringly enou.gh aboUt" one ot the game's best f~atl.lres . a hidden game 
called, ·oogg Patrol." In. It )'QI.I can roam the streets of Los Angeles as Officer . .· .... 
Sn00p Poggt io a vefoor sweatsurt, driving a lowrider Cadillac, and armed with com- ·~ IE q' 
icallyia1'9e gun$,,.Jlle hol;t~ l spent fnsking, fighting, and fucking up the streets of Los Angeles validated an otherwise 
b~and.,ti~ that I wciild have tpuble playing more than twice. Others, however, might just get their fill with a rental. So 
try il if only to hear ~p say •Get out the car before I clap at ya bitch-ass!" 
I jR.un Rabbit, Run I 1 P§'Imilitkin 1 
irst came to John Updike in high school with Rabbit, Run, that painful, beautiTUrnovel Car: dramatize the terror of an essentially rell-
bout young ,Harry_ "B..ae9ir .A ... ng~r£_11J.-h i s sh11!Y sa~~~n io1.. hi~ Md~ter1oraJing . r:n~~: _9Lou_s"ma~ ~l}_o,s_ej~~ay_~~ ~~.eP~~9: .. 1~~-~dul­
age., hts aftalt, hl.s step-mother, his yearning fonhe glofY of t)s high school basketball tety stones are also very strong; .. Gestiioog:• one-
reer The three s\Jbsequent Rabbit books, Rabbit Redux. tiabbit is R«;p, and Rabbit at of ttie f,)fJst. portrays a man batancfng his wife and 
:est , trace I.he are of Rabbit's subutban hte throogJ1 ~)tery, l!nanclaf su~ss/Ratitilf~ hfs lover while living in Boston* where a crumbling 
on's cocatne problem, and, tmaliy, Rabbit's death· by tiean di$e8Se ·Eael'l t>f tl')e novels .9~ sk.wcraper me$metit.es the man trom his 
o the Rabblt tetralo9y was wtlrten, and 1akes place-, a decade- apart, so !,hat Rabbit's it!e new apartment "What a transpa(ent wea!Ul of pre~ 
ettects Amenca~ Sh!lt!ng landscape: 1he ¢tllrurat revolution -Of 1he sixties am1 the Vietnam vious lives oveflay a city's present ioyr This sort of 
'at, Iha greed and e-ver~increasl0:9 materialtsm of the late seventies; and the scourge of longing. what Lorrie Moore cans UpdiKe'.s •bloody-
OS and narcotics in the late:. e;ghtle$. Set againtlt tne cha~ deCades. a~ !rye .minded nostalgla,# ~acterizes :;itl of tie best 
ikean constantS> of sex, m$"nag"e, a®lt~ fear ot death, ron91og for Qie pasti and a stories in the c.ollectioJ\ 
recatlot.1$ sense Of grace and God~ · " If Updike can be said JO tiave. done any .. , 
In some ways, the geneSiS tor the Rabbit series can be round in ~ early sto- thing l!UlY new. it is the lnte!lse focus he brmgs to 
contained in this ¢0lleciion. 'fhe stotlea are arranged accotding, to ~~. rnthec than viSllal <ietalt No one invented imageEY. bot Updike 
ronologically; the book·s first sectioo deals with childhood* the second with the s1ngle1 writes as. if be wishes re were a painter. r can tnlnkl 
ung adurt.iil.e,.Ul• e -tn .. lrd wiUl m. arrjage, th.e fourth ....... ,w!ttt .. , .. dl.votce1 and. th. ~. filth wl\l'l adulteiy, of nop.tper ''COOte.OJPQ·. raryw.riter 'N!th as mo. cJl. 1t· '!<· j 
The sixth is mi~eliany and e~rimentaf work),~~·s moslJ:Y.male protagornsts ~e knowle~ ?I 1f1e wtMlt w , .<tndeed.,,,tw .$t~ 
clearly aut0,bl09raphiCal ineafnatloos. Ut<e VPdlke, they often wen~. to Hafvart;l, at tha Rosl<1n ~hoof of Dra'.l"Jmg after gracjuatiog...._ _________ -4 
'Y ~re. interested in visual art. trnwwoey about God aod death, and they took to sex for from l1arvatd, and cegula11y writes art wlumn$ for The ~ Y 011< Re~w Of S«*s). Th 
f(f nd Of graceolt can 11ever q~te pro\400. {R~ <Xl the OU'l$I' nano, seemt to tll~ U$Xfik$ play <¢,light and c:olof' Ppc:omes almost ~ character lo tt;,e.se stories, He is. in my Of>IDIOO 
ns the rvy League educat~oq. alld 1fle: intttbttions ar,id profe~alism-lJf:ldike ·~otJt.; .. ttie greatest ltvl"9 prose $l~sL tis. retl9tos1ty, hi& own Seil$& of grace, comes. througti f1 
armor of h~ lnte~ at\9 .. ,~.iu•) ..  Jdfl,!1~~91 "~ tJe¥, ~~tlfS·~$JICh,,•:'~ "'fu,1$,_c>QseSSiori with light and in~ CQf\vtcilqn th~ ~':<yi.~al,.worfdi m:'jllt9f it~+s,fart!~ 
eath:efs• ~ ~~~~t~~~~~tbiit:Chur~!:itA:O~na Oat1%:A..Tr8,ded end lransi;g:x *:1!£eatt be ret1derethfn~WOl'dS ~(Ofle'~ ~- M. ~fo \, .~ , ,~ 
~Y Henry 
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The biggest headline in the music world this ··year was the your songs on· the go, is with the new big status symbol of 
lawsuits filed by the RIAA ag,~inst, kids illegliil1y downlo.!l?_!f'.Hl't;~~i~ i~~Ehnological aga~ t~13 iPod. There are two million of 
songs off of Kazaa. The story got even wef(<le(e.9'Jt1e t~te~ ;Jttern. ~q_l d so far, wltti nq,ooo having been sold in the last 
prog~essed , as the lawsuits were for millio~.s; of dotf~s ,an<!_ ~qu,rter o~;s0~3~ Now .t.here's no way of walking down a I (klll.n, 
s_ome of th~ ·culprits" w~re, 9 yel!!; old, a~, o/*e \l,~r~~~ .;;,~t,rt~t,. i'll,1~nwnam-~Wt~en ·a pat~way on Bard campus N. • • 
used 'an Apple ~ompute~ got-'-tifflsooHtee because ttf~~;;,\lf,4\t\.'o:H1.t~-.fl!ti.Jt~0~~1th ~~e white earbud cables com- ~~=-
o ·official" Kazaa client for Apple products. · mg out of th elf,..e.ars-:..an.Cl into fJ jacket pocket · '" 1 
f''hl$hh !! 
~ Also in the news ot digital music/ this w~s pi'e ye.a~ _on"e o~Jipfe;'~other high selling products during 
Apple became a hous~hold nam~ noJ 1u$t for -cOIJlpute!it1'i this ho)J~y,se~~on was gift cert ificates to the iTunes store , 
but for music. The paths of legal ~.ut~~a~!!19.~.ot. s9~s.? som~t~Lng tllaf I have recentl.y changed my opinion of. I 
through downloads were multiplying · like crazy, the most · myself collected'"a"few and got to go on a shopping spre~ : !<!-""f' :; "~ : ~ 
SOCCE:!Ssful of them all being Apple 's !Junes Music ,Store , picking uJ~,, albums ·from ever;yone from Pink Floyd to 01 ' 
which was made avallable' for not just Macintosh. comput~f .. ~ J. Dirt~/Ba .. stard to: The Talking ~f!eads in the comfort of my 
but PC 's as well . You can buy songs tot 99 ce.{l\s 1and s'ln- . owntoom. P:-s I continued to f ill up my iPod, I felt something • 
gle albums usually cost .S.99 •. The rn,ost re.cent .move App!~ . · .. ?YasJ nts-sing in this process- J was getting good deals and 
has made is a partr')ership with Pepsi. Their ad campaign good ·music, but this was no'. where near as fun what it 
began at the Superbowl when they ancwunced that every would be like to do .the samel in a real record store. The 
third 20 oz. bottle of Pepsi. customeri win a free 99 cent sterlUty of it all , •the unsocial 'nature of buying music and 
credi t for the iTunes Music Store , iTu~s has sold over 30 .,. being alone , and the lack of any physical copy of the music 
million $Ongs to date and has a librart~ '6f over 500,000 as-Jn a Ct.t~r record case: I ~as missing these things , Now 
songs trom th.e blg 5 <ecord,tabels and 200 ,diff~rent inde• that I've aJl but extiausted my !Tunes money, I've decided to 
pendent labels. , . · Qlve tnat process up, and support local retailers to make 
The songs you buy are Jn a )Jroteoted,_format known - sure tbahtne;y don~t g.et lost ln •the digital revolution . 
as A~C-i!!nd are-4i1T1ited Ill· m~ans of>:copylng, ~-Each "play- "'!"" "'.'""'This year n~~ t~t.IQhN!le a good number of things in 
list' of songs cao be burned 10 times befote ' you have to / music, b:ut4 only have one question left, "What's colder 
chanae the order of the tracks. The other means ot tafdna than ice cold?" 
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Shades Of Black1sy Noah weston 1 
Even when the Black Album consisted of just plans and rumors, Jay-Z himself alluded to 
the record as "his lllmatlc." By its internet leak, many (and by ·many" I mean "myself) 
hailed 1t as a great record , but by no means on par with lllmat1c. That is not to say that Jay 
should have aimed for that kind of release. Enough rappers try to make self-consciously 
seminal records, and none of them, even Jay-Z, have a chance of succeeding. Jay's 
album suffered from a lack of coherence, poor sequencing, and inconsistent mixing, none 
of which troubled Nas too much on lllmat1c. That does not matter much though, seeing as 
how he wisely submitted his a cappellas to "the streets• for remixing purposes, in the spir-
it of 9th Wonder's God's Stepson, the North Carolina producers fantastic take on Nas' 
God's Son 
Within weeks of the Black Album's release, Kev Brown, of Jazzy Jeff's A Touch 
of Jazz production unit announced his remix project, The Brown Album. His timely pro1ect 
set the standard high, with a soulful. relaxed reinterpretation of Jay's tracks, except for a 
few he could not possibly match, like "Encore." At times, though, the album has its over-
ly relaxed points, but the laid-back tone appropriately serves tracks like "Dirt Off Your 
Shoulder; the anthem of unfaltering nonchalance Even before The Brown Album 
dropped, however, DJ Lieutenant Dan knocked out his album of blends, The Black Album 
Remixes. Back to Basics, full of great mash-ups of Black Album a cappellas and classic 
rap beats. I swear that I never tire of hearing ·Justify My Thug· over · Ain't Nothin' But a 
G-Thang.· 
The next phase of remixes were even more promising, aside from Kardinall Off-
1shall and Sol1tair 's The Black Jays Present the Black Album, an amateunsh effort with 
only its spare. but throbbing remix of "Moment of Clarity" to spare it from total disavowal. 
The three independent producers' proiects that followed more than make up for that let-
down On the Grey Album , Danger Mouse takes Jay's vocals and lays them over beats 
comprised of only samples from the Beatles ' White Album If you cannot find it in record 
stores, then I would furnish you with a copy, JUSt so you can hear this amazing album. 
proof that hip hop has plenty creative spint to sustain it for many more years 
Also of note, Kno of Cunninglyngu1sts put together his own remix piece, the White Albu-
lum (allegedly Southern slang for "album"). While 1t improves upon some tracks, namely 
those with unimpressive beats that the Neptunes provided, 1t is flat overall and uses far 
too many samples that other independent hip hop artists have used in the past two or 
three years. Most recently, 9th Wonder, the only remix artist who actually contributed to 
fN ~;.:.:~n "t w~~;:~=~~=:ai1=~ 1111111111111 ~ ~.;4(u!@ t::: 111·:.~ x..~-,the original Black 
Album, with his track 
"Threat," makes his 
mark with Back to 
Black, a commend-
able, varied work only 
second to Danger 
Mouse's proiect in 
creativity, and not as 
pohshed as Kev 
Brown's 
All of these proj-
ects , even the shitty 
ones have the distinc-
tion of sounding more 
~;~. cohesive than the 
.....__~ . ?rigi~al. In addition, it 
· · . 1s nice to hear how 
· each producer tries to 
:1 reconcile Jay placing 
iithree "farewell" tracks 
at the very beginning 
jot the record In terms 
making the Black 
Album their own, 
each of these producers shine, yet if you only purchase one, 11 should probably be Danger 
Mouse's. 
~°-~~~:ROM ,:r_~E ~~!EGON TRA ILIBY JASE MI LES-PER EZ 
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just run out Rabbits and squirrels were easy kills, but the b.Jffalo were where the real meat was at 
The family needed meat and you knew you had to fire that gun steady and true if you wanted to be 
a provider like a real fucking family-head. 
The way was fraug'it with many dangers· any family member oould be txtteo by a rat-
tlesnake, a mule oould cie, a v.neet oould break, ;ou rould be rotbed in the night fellow tra'.€1ers 
could make unfair trades with ;ou. a river needed crossing, your wagon o\teftumed in the nwr, the 
computer could shut down unexpectedly, something might get unplugged, the list is long 
The game was a study in personality. The rocky kids always bought up too many provi-
SIOl1S and burned out eventually. The unsure ones were too careful and ded early. If I had to go to 
war, I'd want the best Oregon Trail player by my side in the foxhole. 
That fucking game took~ of steel. You knew that if, IF you made it to the west, you'd 
be c:arnng With less people than you left With. Family members dropped hke flies, but there was no 
bme to mourn the losses. You moved on because ;ou knew they would want you to move on. A 
man ....OO's walked the trail 1s a changed man. He has dead eyes, hands like a bag of dams, and 
can chew tht.mbtacks like buttllegum 
That's vmat The Oregon Trail meant to me, and a generation of sec:on<klraders like me. 
and deep down, I knew that Lauren Jacobson would never understand it. One day in dass, '<\tile I 
was busy at the romputer screen, Lauren came to me. 
tlue. 
'Jase," she said, ·can I talk to ;ou?' 
' Yeah.' 
.S1ienre 
"vVhat?' I said. 
"Would you look at me?' 
'I am looklng at you." 
'No you're not You're play;ng The Oregon Trail." 
'Lauren I can see you in the romer of my eye. You're wearing white pants." 
·rm not wearing pants." 
I looked, she was bluffing. It was a dirty trick.. In all fairness to her though, the pants were 
"Are you mad at me?' she asked. 
"No.' 
' Yes you are. You only play on the computer and never talk to me anymore.' 
She started to cry, and I wanted to explain to her that these things happen, that the game 
was just that good, that I guess I still liked her, and if there was no game oould definitely still like her, 
but I was seven, and games were more important to me than gr1s. And even more truthfully, that isnl 
what I was thinking. I iMsh I thoug1t that, because it's a very sweet thought but at the time I only 
cared about getting back to the game, and Lauren oould probru:)y tell. 
When I gave Lauren the regular note that day, to my Will you marry me?' she checked 
the 'maybe' box I knew that our relationship with Lauren was over. I 'MXJld have to leave her behnd 
like one of the many dead carcasses on that brutal trail. And as hard as it might be, the second grade 
oould goon. 
I ck.Jg up Simone's number to rongratulate her on the commercial, and she told me that 
Lauren goes to fv'iichigan row. Apparently she's into CXJmmunications and she's dating some 9JY 
and she's really hawY. Good for her. Last nigrt I went to Four Square and got drunk, then went back 
to my room and felt alone. 
Then I thoug1t about The Oregon Trail, all of the adventures I had, how hard I struggled 
all those years ago so my family liw to see the west, and I smiled and ci<tll feel lonely anymore. So 
Lauren, I guess ttlngs 'M)(\(ed out for both of us, 
Char-Par 
JShiningsomerightOnTnsight 1. 
mi1s • aTDum · ~o~f~·;:rriftrit~~·1'§~'~{~a9iiin·~·~·;:rri~519·fir-~··· · ················ ·· ·· · ······················ · ························· · ···· ·· ··· · ······· · ················· 6'~· 1t;~·~rir~ftfs"t€n cari seeni repetitive~ -6uf after a; 
lMC/DJ/Producer from Boston, puts out the total effort to • : few listens at a high volume you will find that th~ 
;bnng you his new relase Updated Suftware 2.5. All the tracks are layered with sounds that come in and ou~ 
:t>eats, rhymes, and scratches are from the man himself. of the onginal hook. Insight, a former electrical: 
:No guests No skits. Just some mellow, head-nodding engineer, also hides cut out bass tones, pops ancf, 
~racks that are reminiscent of old Gangstarr beats glitches behind a few of the beats, adding a ton of. 
kscratched choruses and all) topped with Insight's more texture to his sound. : 
I I 
~han able lyrical skills. As if the album wasn't enough, a secona, 
: So far as the verses go, they are standard tare disc is included which features almost thirty min-: 
~or underground hip-hop. Insight reminds the listener to utes of Insight mixing extra beats with some sam-: 
:Stay true, stay positive, and don't let The Man get you pies and scratches. Some of the second disc's! 
down. While this type of stuff often comes off self-right- beats are even hotter than the album 's beats. SO: 
I I 
:eous, and/or overdone, Insight manages to keep his while it isn't a disc worthy of its own release, it iS: 
:rhymes fresh. Then again, he occasionally sounds more definitely a nice addition, and shows just how much: 
' 1ke a schoolboy reciting lessons, than actually spouting work Insight puts into his work. This is definitely an: 
~rom the heart. album worth checking out, especially if your tired or. 
: The beats are all textbook sampler work, which getting albums full of shouting and barking. : 
I I 
I l I 
~-------------------------------------------- ~ ----------------------------------------· 
.Q.£~,~~~ln~ 9.~,~.~ ,,~9"~~ . 2.s.u.~b~[.~ .,~.9.~).,,,Eth L Ji:,:::=1 
when part of what made him the "hardest working man in show business· was that he was Burke can say in all seriousness "If ya'll will sing along with me, I truly believe we can 
working audiences into an absolute frenzy, building to a screaming crescendo over the change the world tonight" and make it sound convim:ing. Yet, moments later, he can say, 
course of 12-15 - even as much as 30 minutes. testifying with lyrical simplicity, but with in the midst of his love ode "You're Good for Me", "Lord, all we need is a water bed now!" 
the kind of vocal and rhythmic prowess that makes one wonder what makes a man whim- and its all part of the experience. In the world of soul, there is nothing if not so much feel-
per ' please!" on his knees for that long? ing for life that it must be expressed in some physical emotion. The art form 's interpreters 
And what kind of talent is it that allows preach an extremely sensual love to their audience, knowing full well that if we couldn't 
a performer to get away with a stunt like get into that love, all our feeling would pour out in anger somewhere down the road. Life 
that? Granted, he got the screams as just has too much soul that its gonna get to you somehow. 
payoff for his exertion, but at best it was Nearly every great soul singer is gone now. Otis Redding's plane crashed, Sam 
a similar chorus of screams to what the Cooke was shot after a hooker stole his pants, and James Brown seems intent to give his 
Beatles were getting in the same year, dignity away to the law in the form of domestic disputes. Al Green and Solomon Burke are 
1964, for being cute on stage. What the only recently active soul men, although they seem to be more occupied as pastors. 
would James have thought? · 1 Feel What we are now left with is the legends. Otis used to conduct all of his studio sessions 
Good" "Papa's Got a Brand New Bag.' shirtless and with towels under both armpits. If you listen to him, Otis' great distinction 
Did anybody write about himself better from other soul singers was that on record, he never really seemed to stop singing, but 
than James? "WATCH-A ME!!" I think would grunt audibly in the background dunng instrumental breaks Fellow Stax label-
he knew he was twice the hot shit of mates Sam and Dave, a.k.a. "Double Dynamite• never settled to walk onstage at a show, 
anybody else out there. but would invariably strut, seemingly buzzing with excitement about what the audience 
But James really did have was about to experience. I can see some hip hoppers getting into this music. It is a total-
compet1tion for black audiences. He ly different experience in a way than hip hop, but both convey the intensity of a musician 
had a whole lot of it in the 400 pound making a show around the framework of grooves, the spontaneity of improvisation, obser-
Solomon Burke, the self-proclaimed King of Rock n' Soul, bishop, and licensed mortician. vations of the heart, soul , or mind, heavy interaction with the audience, and of course, 
His mother had visions of him years before he was born. There were Sam Cooke and sweat. Here are some tracks that cover much of the ground that southern soul music 
Ray Charles , two originators who made the transition from gospel music to secular. They occupied during its heyday from 1955 until 1968. 
influenced great soul shouters like Otis Redding but Cooke, especially, was really quite a 
smoothie- "You Send Me," "Wonderful World.' However, the contrast of the funky blues 
numbers which made the clubs shake with wa-tussi 's and mashed potatoes against the 
slow burning love songs composed the typical soul man's repertoire. The best of them 
could all shout with midnight alley-cat fervor and toughness, especially Wilson 'Wicked" 
Pickett, but Cooke and Burke would slow it down considerably for full release of their 
seductive persuasion. Cooke, according to Pickett, was fully capable of giving orgasms 
Essential Soul Trac1<s 
ROOTS ~ 
Were You There? - Sam Cooke and the Soul Stirrers . · .. 
Move Along Train - The Staple Singers Freedom 
Highway (Studio) ~ 
to church-going women with any tone of voice he chose. 
I'm talking about southern soul music from the 1960s, the now-defunct art of 
singing. However, it seems to be defunct in the sense that segregated bathrooms and 
buses are now defunct. The music responded very directly to the society of the time -
when a traveling black musician in the south couldn't stay at most hotels nor play at most 
clubs . The fact that the music generally portrays women characters in the role of subor-
dinate to the men in the context of the lower-middle class household also makes this style 
a sort of musical relic of days far gone. For these reasons, the music is very persistent-
ly peculiar. For example, Joe Tex sings a song about the value of holding onto what you 've 
got.. .ok, sing it Joe, I feel that.. .but lest I speak too soon, here comes the secular sermon 
in the middle. There goes Joe, "Every man wants a good woman for his very own, a 
woman who will stay home and watch the children while he is away at work.' Or there is 
Cooke again, who in the midst of a particularly stirring message of love, might testify that 
it doesn't help any man to beat up on his wife. What?? Today, material such as this might 
serve a comic well for a few shock laughs, only in a soul man's show, it is presented with 
a tone of unmistakable innocence that communicates what is always a message of love 
Work With Me Annie - Hank Ballard and the Nightin- .. 
gales Sexy Ways: The Best of... ~ (,.., 
The Dark End of the Street - James Carr You Got My~ l~ "1 
Mind Messed Up ~ · "'" 
When Something Is Wrong With My Baby - Sam and ~ 
Dave Sweat N' Soul Anthology 
A Change Is Gonna Come - Sam Cooke Portrait of a Legend: 1951-1964 
Cry to Me - Solomon Burke Soul Alive! 
Entire album of Live at the Apollo 1963 - James Brown 
Don't Let Your Children Pay - Joe Tex 25 Greatest Hits 
Bring It On Home to Me - Sam Cooke Live at the Harlem Square, 1963 
A Man and a Half - Wilson Pickett Greatest Hits (1985) 
Ain't No Way - Aretha Franklin Lady Soul 
Satisfaction - Otis Redding Otis Blue: Otis Redding Sings Soul 
Beyond the Pulpy Cover lfy JI 
What would you think if you picked up a book, saw a naked woman on the cover with her arms concealing her torso, and a caption above the title that reads: "She needed more 
than one man to teach her the meaning of love.• I hate to begin a book review by talking about the cover, but in discussing Miri, the first novel published by Bard professor Peter 
Sourian, there's really no alternative than to begin with a cover that screams soft-core porn like nothing I've ever seen before (except perhaps the cover art for the 1983 film "Bar-
barian Master"). Front and back, the folks at Dell Publishing Co. did their best to trick potential readers into believing that they were in for a tome full of references to swollen mem-
bers, flaming loins, and the like. My expectations were raised (or lowered) even more when I glanced at the description on the back cover: "It all began with Miri • an exotic Greek 
girl who yearned for love from behind a veil of ugly memories ... And then there was Lexy - her rebellious, arrogant cousin who denied his feelings•"' ""-~.- ·'~ 
for her until he could no longer control them ... And then there was Josh - Lexy's college roommate, who wanted Miri in a way few men had ever 
wanted her before ... And then there was an explosion." 
The actual book has a lot more substance than the manner in which it's presented. Sourian follows three characters through a love trian-
gle, dividing the book up into three sections, each one written from the perspective of a different character. It begins with Miri , who has fled to the 
United States to live with her uncle and attend school after her entire family dies in World War II. Miri's cousin , Lexy, ran away from home upon 
graduating from high school, and had not been back since. His college was across the river from Miri's, and at his mother's constant cajoling, even-
tually goes across the river to see her. Not wanting to go alone on his obligatory family visit, Lexy takes his roommate, Josh, along with him. Josh, 
a clean-cut New Englander, is instantly captivated by the "exotic Greek girl," and begins to take her out regularly. Later we find out that Miri and 
Josh's apparently developing romance is taking. a huge toll on Lexy, though he refuses to let either one of them know it. 
The love triangle that results is interesting, but once the book advances beyond the initial stages of each character's section, in which each 
of them discusses their insecurities about how to present themselves to those around them and how to shape their interaction with others, the story 
loses a lot. The idea of telling a simple story three times through the eyes of the three people who compose it makes Miri an involved read, and 
sometimes also makes it frustrating. Through the whole book, Josh is completely clueless and deluded, thinking that Miri 1s in love with him and 
that he wants to marry her, and entirely unaware that she sees Lexy every night while he's asleep and that the two are beginning to fall in love. The 
way Saurian conveys Josh's ineptitude through the other two characters' deeper understanding is fantastic. The early psychoanalysis that each of 
the characters engage in 1s also done incredibly well , capturing effectively the insecurities that accompany an individual's search to define him/her-
sel f as he/she progresses towards adulthood. The end, however, left a lot to be desired. Until the very end this book was completely bereft of exot-
ic imagery, until the climax (heh heh), in which Lexy gives Miri her firs~ orgasm (which I assume is the "explosion" to which the back cover refers) . I guess somehow there's sup 
posed to be meaning in the way in which Lexy discovers that he needs Miri , as someone to guide him through his troubles with his overbearing father and help him find direction 
to a li fe he had heretofore spent drifting aimlessly, but I couldn't help feeling that the book never really went anywhere. I also thought it was kind of weird that there's never an 
mention of the fact that it might seem a bit out of the ordinary/wrong that two cousins were having a love affair. Isn't that illegal? I don't know ... maybe it's a Greek thing. 
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ram1k= 182 rRepent for lhe~r S~ns 1By1Errycasey1 
I've heard a lot of talk lately over "hell freezing over" in many aspects of pop culture. 
With Return of the King, a sci-ti epic seems to have an amazing chance at the Oscars. Apple 
Computers has released their precious iTunes (an mp3 jukebox program) for uber rival 
Microsoft's "Windows· operating system. And to top it all off, Michael Jordan was actually 7'' • - - - · - -
fired from a basketball team. But loyal readers, I'm here to tell you about something that tops 
all of those for shockers: Robert Smith, yes the Robert Smith, lead singer from The Cure did~· 
vocals for a song on Blink 182's surprisingly mature new self-titled album. It took me a while 
to even get this album because of my doubt in its ability to not suck. But fear not reader, 
cause it's good 
Now I'm not going to call the band that made this album a completely new Blink 182, 
but 1t certainly feels like it sometimes There are no "dick and fart' jokes here, no talk of incest, 
bestiality or even porn stars. This 1s the introspective hangover that would be expected after 
6 albums of the aforementioned subject matter. This is a depressed album (with the excep-
tion of the upbeat single "Feeling This·) about abusive relationships , broken hearts and mor-
tality The boys are far from the ode to telling your 
crush how you feel that was "Dammit,* and have 
made that journey with precision. This is not to say 
that they've lost their knack for knowing the vernacu-
lar of the romantic, with phrases like "still pushing that 
chance to try" they show that they are the same band just with a somewhat different view now. 
In the time that Blink182 have been a band, their fans have matured more than Blink's music has. Because of this they had to use this 
album as a starting point for a shift of showing the maturity and talent that they have. One band who you can see them aping throughout the 
n album is The Cure. In the liner notes, Tom Delonge the band's guitarist, admits his tandem of the band and says that their acoustic vibe was 
something that The Cure's "Love Cats• inspired him to do. While their new sound is nothing in comparison to The Cure, it's nice to see them 
• -t"' i r-Tk$ tt payingB somel res.ped beet Ito theRir ebelderss. . h d . h . lb h. h Id I d b 1· th h' h .t. .d bo t ilDb;: -18~ ut as sa1 ore, o rt m1t oes sing on t e1r a um, w 1c wou ea one to e 1eve at everyt 1ng t e en 1cs ever sa1 a u 
.....-. ~- · Blink sucking was wrong. How could this rock god actually help out a few miscreants from Southern California further their stacks of cash? 
When the song in question is good, that's when. ·All of This· which Smith co-wrote and sung on, is about a man just hoping that this gir1 Holly will use and abuse him. He wants 
Holly so much, "She's all I need I She's all I dream I She's all I'm always wanting', that he doesn't care if she just uses him. He'll give anything to be with her, and this desperate 
plea for her is a stand out moment for the band and the album. 
I feel the song "Go· is the another strong effort on the record . It's talks about Mark's relaticinship with his mother and father, who were in c;n abusive relationship. The vocals 
find bassist Mark Hoppus questioning his mother about running from her husband, "Mom get in the car and let's drive away I She said I'm sorry Mark but there's nowhere to stay I 
Turn your back on hope and go back inside I Hid her broken heart and let the engine die: This is just a sample of how these rascals are trying to convert their image of pop punk 
criminals, to just being a decent band. With three or four more albums of this quality, and improvement along the way, they might finally be seen a decent band. 
WINTER WINOS 
Have you ever eaten food after it expired? Well, no more need to throw away 
those old grapes because if you wait long enough, they'll turn into a liquid problem 
solver. Like Jesus' second coming once you resurrect those grapes they'll be tasty and 
alcoholic, who knew? Well, apparently the French and a whole bunch of other people, 
but we're not counting. Nor are we trying to get our French duel citizenship. No, we're 
just drinking. Drinking, for you. 
Wine is a tricky species of alcohol that has a tendency to be in large jugs 
labeled Car1o Rossi when found on this campus. We are three valiant men who are tired 
of Mr Rossi and all his tncks. Our intention with this column is to inform Bard College of 
different wines that are able to please the pallet without breaking the bank. We'll try to 
find two or three wines each issue. We buy based on store recommendations, reader 's 
suggestions, and personal preferences. Our hope is that we help you find better wines 
for the same price. This week we are focusing on three different Merlots. 
-Demaine Boyar 2001 , Black Sea Region, Bulgaria PRICE: $2.99 
This is a very good deal for the price. While we found this to be rather thin-bod-
ied, 1t didn't spare the flavor. It has a smooth, dry texture that compliments the subtle 
fruity taste. Opposed to many other low-end wines, it spares the drinker the acidic after-
b1te, which is usually expected of a three-dollar bottle. As a mer1ot, price not considered, 
the bottle is somewhat lacking. Its watery flavor dissipates and the body disappears, 
leaving almost no trace of the taste behind. This particular wine is no longer being pro-
duced. Therefore, supplies are limited. 
-Hacienda 2002, Sonoma, California PRICE: $6.99 
Hacienda makes a stereotypical mer1ot. Unfortunately, the desire to create a 
full-bodied, flavorful wine leads to an overwhelming drinking experience. Despite being 
a decent wine, price considered or not, it's clumsy and forced . Both the taste and the 
aftertaste lack any notion of subtlety and the fact that the spicing is pleasant is almost 
completely masked by its overbearing nature. By no means is this a bad wine, but you 
could do much better. 
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-Forest Glen (Oak Barrel Selection) 2001, Sonoma, California PRICE $9.99 
This is far and away the best of the three mer1ots we had. If you have the 
money, by all means do yourself a favor and buy this wine. Its robust, smoky flavor per-
fectly balances its sturdy body and appealing scent. This is not an overwhelming drink. 
It builds to a strong woody flavor leaving the drinker with little more than its subtle kick 
and a smile. All and all, this is one tasty beast of a mer1ot. 
Questions and recommendations should be sent to the Observer@bard.edu or 
feel free to stop us if you see us. All bottles reviewed are available for purchase at Fitz's 
Liquor Store 1355 Ulster Ave. Kingston, NY (across from Walmart) . 
ees ~~II¥ l>mie C1ristian I 
Nobody at Bard resists poop cakes or grave•mA.· '<li ... 1.1o ~~ "" 
dirt pudding, stinky cheese or a dentist size 
cup of decent white wine. When such gourmet 
food is coupled with the chance to strut one's 
fashionable assemble and enjoy the outside 
world 's art, we show up to the opening recep-
tion at the Center for Curatorial Studies. Few 
students truly care about the curatorial design, 
but some of the works in the exhibitions make 
CCS worth the trip, even after all the food is gone. 
If it's not love, it's the bomb- If possible, go see the animated films by 
William Kentridge. They're a charcoal whir1 of powerful , movement-nch images, 
and the music is entrancingly alive. Even without a prior knowledge of their origin 
or intended content, the films impart to the audience an essence and location of 
pain. In general , this exhibition is the most cohesive of the three. 
Suspended State- Please avoid the conceptually inert sculpture by 
Robert Morris; ·Blanket on a wall· fits better than its current name. The best is 
Aida Ruilova's short video montages, which entertain with their wildness, urgency 
and repetition . 
Assemblance- This is my favorite out of the three. With a discerning eye, 
look at Nikki S. Lee's photographs. There's something oddly similar about them. 
The him by Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gomez Pena prevails as the most thought-
provoking piece. I spent a good five minutes watching with awe. Daniela Rossell 's 
photographs are bonng portraits of the rich, and Patty Chang disgusted and 
delighted me. What can I say? I prefer fistfuls and mouthfuls of hotdogs to some 
overstuffed blonde humping a tiger. 
Stoo Ialkina Shit 
.- ""' Outline for a New Semester (The Editors I 
The Observer's desctiption in the fuel book reads as follows: •Pretty people putting out a pretty paper,• While 
we have the force of alliteration oo Otlt side, the "prettiness• 1s usually ltlCktng. The four editors for tills seme&t&r-TOO'I 
Mattos. Ethan Porter, fienry Casey and Jamie Neuman-attest to. that lacL We attl not pretty~ we are gruff, stranse, 
and our vision of What the ObsEtrver coold b:e desctlbed as "immaiure,.• "offel)slve• and "lacking crea!Mty." The •ptatti-
ness• of the paper itself ls a. lie as well. Though we try our best to make our paper look good, garnishing ii with dozens 
of •coor pictures. from a shot ·of a sign that reads "Vassar Got Me Pregnant;' to a lovely shot of Janet's rnpple medal~ 
lion, we are still hampered by fautty equipment. shitty newspJinf. and the competitor that flalJflts os all: father time Some-
times pictures wiU be too gray, and sornelimes there will be a few typoo, We apol()gil.e. But remember, we piss away 
countless hours of our lives holed up in the basement Qf Tewks, $laving away at something of q~able impact. So 
we at the Observer ask tor O(le falJO!, and On.) favor ohty: give us a !Ucldng bre~k. 
This semester's staff Is on the go, brimming with enthusiasm and gel)erally ready to kick ass. Teehnofogy prob-
lems have been fix.ad. There is a good feeling of momentum, This ts significant. · It hardly needs to be said that we are 
now facing, as a corrnnunftYt as a nation, and as citizens of the world. some of the most crucial and dangerous crises of 
our times. As (osterniibly) educated people, our goai should be not to mel'91y exitrt, qut rather ta bend the waits, or break 
them down completely. It's lrke 1hat El-P line, "This is for lUds 'fJQ!ried aboOt the ailocaiw~ J cfu some_tllJQg I prepare 
yourselves I stop talt<ing shil" · ,. 
Of course, that's What we· think. What dO 'YOU thlnk? Th!s ~rlsn't great, butlt'S good er10trgh'. The only 
way it's golng to be better Is ii YOU start oonWbutlng. Ma school full of "lndtv!dua1s• {whatever the fuek lhal me.ans). 
there should be more participation. Creative writing classes are lull of·asAfring autho(s, political .science classes are, 
teeming with people who claim they are going to change tile wortd. Yet when we ask these people, •yo bro, you wanna 
write for the Observer" we get responses like #t'm too afraid to write and have thaf many people r&ad It." Considering 
the tact that the Obsetveds, at beSt, •anegei:lly" a newspaper. this seems like the excellent training ground for feanilng ' 
what it means to write for an atidlenoe: You have very little lO lose~ perhaps not ml.I.Oh to galn, but very little lO lose. 
Though the editorial staff organize$ the pa.Per, l.he wt~er$ a.re ~he poople that make lt ~ppen, Just li'ke the staff 
box says. ttis for this reason that we wantto make our editorial policy clear. We. edit for coherency and grammar only. 
However, we also take into account style, voice, and audieoc&, which pretty moch means we wttl print anything. In the 
Observer office the other night; there was a short conversation about what we will print As it stands, we vow to print 
anything and everything. So far there has- not been a single article or .picture that has made oor stomachs tum so rnuch 
that we react with censorship And yes. y01.1 can consider that a·dare. 
As a tesult of this policy, we ate also hereby dismlssmg the littl$ box tha\ read ~the opinions expf'11ssed lf'I the 
Observer do not reflect the opjrnons of the Observer staff.• Of COt.Jrse they oo. It just $Q happen that it is of out opl:f)ton 
to he[p people express their opirnoos. While we place no guarantees on the substance of an article, we do place a goar-
antee that we will stand by the authofs right to express his or her opiniQn,. and have ltbroadcasted to the campus. ln 
the case of Jeremy Law's article ent1Ued •on .Y"Jo~nAthe entire editorial. etaff-do~ not100% agree with him; how~ver, 
we stand by his right to believe whatever t!Je fuck he wan~. \'! ,.,, li 1Jl &'.'<> 
If this an winds up g~ us into uoo~, so be, it. ! the campus. tun)s ~~ ~~;fA¥?'dt"..__ 
monkey$ masturbattOg, so~ it. At leastwa11be1ntereatin~l ·· 
• • op1n1ons 
the drab report 
by Tom Mattos 
This drab report is sort of a retelling of my first drab 
report. Since no one remembers, except for me, I'll 
give you the thesis: I vowed never to speak of the 
Old Bard vs. New Bard debate ever again. 
Obviously, I have broken that vow in the past. 
However, when we rooted through the Observer 
office to get rid of the of the trash that somehow 
accumulated over fifteen years in our office, we came 
upon a gem of an article in a back issue from May 2.2, 
2000. The article was entitled "25 Years with 
Botstein, • and I think that it ends the Old Bard-New 
Bard debate once and for all. 
In a mere eleven questions, virtually every 
single contemporary issue at Bard has been com-
pletely shut down. The debate rages over the chang-
ing face of Bard, and the students are always up in 
arms over new buildings and new people that keep 
showing up. I remember drinking heavily at the open 
bar in the PAC on the gala opening, and giggling as 
naked students tried to ride bikes into the lobby. I 
love situations that make us think, that keep us on 
our toes, but, we all have to admit: the debate is 
pointless. 
Apparently, at the time of printing, the 
debate was raging over Albee. The building. While I 
am not exactly sure what the hell is going on in 
Albee-it seems as if there are professors and math 
students inhabiting it-it doesn't matter. There are 
people on this campus that would consider it incon-
ceivable that this building did not exist. Same thing 
with the campus center. People opposed that inno-
cent little convenient building as if it was Satan's own 
little den in which he would play foosball and deliver 
your late library notices. Now, the campus center is 
indispensable. The first thing I do when I am hun-
gover and my life is disorganized as shit is walk my 
ass down to the campus center to check my mail. 
But sometimes you have a large package that gets 
delivered out to the triangle at that weird building. If 
there is a building that we need to raze it's that one. 
Back to the thread of seriousness: The arti-
cle, in all of its interest, reminds us that our experi-
ence here at Bard is limited to approximately four 
years. Yeah, sometimes it takes five. Either way, 
within half a decade everyone who was here is now 
not here anymore, except for the people who are. 
People like PreSldent Botstein or the worklrrs at Kline 
or the guys at B&G who make everything work 
smooth. Or servicemaster, with all of their trials and 
tribulations-maybe we should listen to them about 
the changing face of Bard rather than cobble togeth-j t v t f th p G er some bullshit rhetoric about how we want to pre-LJ So eo r e 0 0 r U 'f ~:~~~~.~~thing that we weren't so impressed by 10 
Although he 's currently qu1'te wealthy . It's a ridiculous debate to even worry about. · IBy. Matt Rozsa I If th is place grows into an actual institution, I say 
Many people are inherently suspicious of North Carolina Senator 
John Reid Edwards. Some feel that he is too Inexperienced, too 
conservative, or simply believe that his only good quality is his 
electability I, however, believe that John Edwards would make 
the ideal Democratic candidate for President, both in his ability to 
win the election and in his strong leadership. 
I shall first discuss the issue of electability. Although one 
should never declare anything to be certain in American politics, it 
seems very unlikely that Bush will win any of the New England, 
Mid-Atlantic, or Pacific Coast states, with the possible exceptions 
of New Hampshire and Oregon. This probability would guarantee 
any prospective Democratic candidate a minimum of 183 elec-
toral votes. Likewise, it is exceedingly improbable that any Demo-
crat will crack the regions of the country that have in essence 
become Bush fiefdoms (the Deep South, the Rocky Mountain 
states, and the Plains states) with the possible exceptions of Flori-
da and New Mexico. This guarantees the President a minimum of 
142 electoral votes and leaves 213 electoral votes up for grabs, 
most of which are located in the Midwest and Upper South. It is in 
these regions that I believe the selection of the Democratic candi-
date will be most vital. There is little question that in both of those 
regions, support for President Bush's foreign policy is a majority 
issue. Therefore aggressively pacficistic candidates such as 
Howard Dean would have no chance of winning these states. 
That leaves social and economic policies to consider. 
On soaal issues, candidates with a record of being out-
spokenly liberal on issues that are anathema to the South - the 
issue being most prominent on my mind here is gay rights - are 
going to be in trouble. On such issues candidates like Dean and 
Lieberman would suffer the most, whereas candidates such as 
Edwards and Kerry - who both advocate allowing issues such as 
civil unions to be left up to the states - would be 1n less danger 
polrtJcally But the main issues that attract my attention are eco-
nomic issues Throughout his campaign, Senator Edwards has 
made a point of focusing on the economic issues that matter most 
to people who have been hrt hardest by the Bush economy -
issues such as jobs, education, and health care. Other candidates 
such as Kerry do talk about these issues, but they avoid making 
them the centerpieces of their campaigns, and they never speak 
of them with the intensity and conviction with which Edwards 
focuses on them. What's more, unlike Dean or Kerry, Edwards 
does not come from an affluent blue-blooded background. He is, 
as he never fails to point out, the son of a mill worker, and has 
more 1n common with people from these regions than do either his 
Democratic rivals or President Bush himself. Thus Edwards, more 
than any other Democratic candidate, can best strike Bush in the 
Midwest and Upper South on the economic issues where he is 
most vulnerable. If you assume that Edwards wins the Midwest-
ern states that are traditionally Democratic (Minnesota and Wis-
consin), and pulls in some of the Midwestern and Upper Southern 
states hardest hit by the Bush economy (Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, 
and his home state of North Carolina), then you have Edwards 
winning with an electoral majority of 276. 
But there is more to Senator Edwards's merits than his 
electability. He is also known throughout the Senate as a person-
able and friendly individual who has made virtually no enemies, 
an attribute that is very important for any Mure President to pos-
sess if he wants to have legislation pass through those hallowed 
halls (and attributes which men such as Kerry and Dean are both 
sorely lacking). What's more, Edwards - unlike Kerry, Dean, and 
Clark - has what is in my opinion a very progressive and innova-
tive approach to American domestic policy. This includes, to give 
a brief summary, a tax credit to prevent companies from exporting 
American jobs overseas, an education policy that guarantees the 
first year of college tuition to be free for all Mure students (which 
would be compensated by each student having to perform 10 
hours of weekly community service), a series of health care poli-
cies that would enforce a Patients' Bill of Rights and place greater 
restrictions on insurance companies and HMOs, and complete 
rollbacks to Bush's entire disastrous set of environmental policies 
(for further details visit Edwards' incredibly user-friendly website, 
www.JohnEdwards2004.com). As for the criticism that Edwards is 
too inexperienced to be able to convert such programs into reali-
ty, I would remind the critics that two of our nation's most success-
ful legislative presidents - Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roo-
sevelt - both came into the White House with absolutely no leg-
islative background (whereas Edwards has a little). Yet both were 
able to pass some of the most progressive legislation in our 
nation's history because they possessed many of the same qual-
ities - sharp intellect, amiable character, a conviction that is tem-
pered by a reasonable llexibility - that I believe John Edwards also 
possesses. 
Senator John Reid Edwards of North Carolina would 
make the ideal presidential candidate for the Democratic party 
because he is an electable candidate who has the potential to 
become a great and progressive President of the United States. 
That is why I support him in this primary election and hope to see 
him as the Democratic Party's nominee in the 2004 election. 
that's great. Maybe our diplomas will be worth some-
thing. Instead of clamming off the coast of Maine you 
might be able to get a job as the best boy dolly grip 
on one of our beloved "independent films." 
Whatever. Soon you're going to fade away into the 
sunset and leave this place behind, so why really 
worry about it? Let the people who are involved in 
this for their life's work worry about what's changed 
and what's the same and concentrate on what you 
need to do to make yourself a better, more informed 
and more genuine member of society. 
And if you're still hung up on this bullshit 
debate and think change is bad, take a look at the 
cover: Imagine Bard never changed, and you had to 
wait for a parade of soldiers to march by before you 
could go to your intro .l.o the theology of baseball 
class. Picture that. 
Sorry this drab report sucks. I'm out of time. 
If you have a busted ass, shite bik~ 
laying around on campus, and it's 
covered in snow, and it has no air 
in the tires, and you don't lock it 
up, and its rusty ... 
1----
It will be c,onfiscated 
on FEBRUARY 28, 
2004 
You've been warned. 
February 12 , 2004 
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811sh Goes to Prison _ Millions Reioice 
- I - - - - - --- -- --~---
So Called "President" Reunited With Former Fraternity Brothers ""18~y """c:T""hr..,..is"':"'l'ti-na...,Rl'l:"'o-s--:ett~il 
When I sat down to watch the State of the Union Address, I was prepared to turn into the 
ferocious liberal monster that only a president like Bush could make me. After a few min-
utes of listening to me sass off at the screen every time Bush paused for applause from 
half of Congress, my sister told me that I was bugging the hell out of her. She said I'd be 
a lot less frustrated if I tried to accentuate the positive things in Bush's speech. Since I 
don't really like the sensation of angry blood running through my veins or the feeling of 
hopelessness ruining my outlook on the future, I decided to take her advice and look for 
a section of Bush's speech that would draw something less than the full power of my right-
eous indignation. And to my surprise, I found something! A proposal to lower the rate of 
recidivism among parolees by providing inmates with rehabilitation programs. The sec-
tion's so short there's no need to paraphrase: 
"This year, some 600,000 inmates will be released from prison back into socie-
ty. We know from experience that if they can't find work, or a home, or help, they are 
much more likely to commit more crimes and return to prison. So I propose a four-year, 
$300 million Prisoner Re-Entry Initiative to expand job training and placement services, to 
provide transitional housing, and to help newly released prisoners get mentoring, includ-
ing from faith-based groups. America is the land of the second chance- and when the 
gates of the prison open, the path ahead should lead to a better life." 
True, $300 million is not a lot of money; and faith-based mentoring probably 
wouldn't be as valuable to an inmate as a GED -- but despite the meager fiscal support 
and half-baked handouts to religious organizations, I can still appreciate the importance 
of an infamously 'tough-on-crime' Republican talking about half-way housing and rehabil-
itation, rather than mandatory sentences and harsher punishments. 
Bush may still want to keep with the tradition of Reagan and his dad by getting 
tough on criminals and having a prison cell waiting for every drug dealer; but America 
can't afford to do that anymore. Due to simple economic necessity, compassion for our 
nation's inmates has finally made its way back onto the political agenda. We created the 
second largest prison system in the world, following China. Our rate of incarceration is 
higher than any other country and continues to increase even as the crime rate drops. We 
lengthened and standardized sentences to keep offenders in prison for longer periods of 
time, and built new prisons to house them. To pay for these prisons we cut rehabilitation 
programs and ignored the fact that eventually 97% of the inmates would be released back 
into society without any attempt made to reform them. When GED classes, job training 
and drug treatment programs in prisons are scarce, more inmates are likely to return to 
cnme upon release . Our prisons have become warehouses instead of places of reform. 
Bush's proposal to invest money in rehabilitation programs could mean that politicians are 
finally seeing the damage done by the tough-on-crime policies. They have begun to look 
lor cost-effective ways to curb the prison population after discovering that building more 
prisons to cut down on crime was an extremely unconstructive approach that the public 
no longer supports and that the states can no longer afford. 
In 1970, the Corrections Law in New York stated that the Department of 
No, I'm not talking about the June 4-8, 1942 battle of WWII , but for some of us the com-
ing weeks could appear to be a replaying of those historical events. I'm talking about the 
dreaded "midway" meeting that all seniors are facing. It's the midway point of the senior 
project, and the critical point for many of us. For those of us writing a research project, it 
is the time when we actually have to put our thoughts down on paper and make all that 
research some sort of fluid story for our board to critique. Some of us have already com-
pleted senior project midway meetings, but the rest of us, including myself, have yet to 
face our board. Whether or not the dreaded meeting is behind us or in front of us, the 
same midway problem still presents itself: writing. 
I was so anxious to start my second chapter that I came back Bard a week early 
from winter break. By working in two hour chunks and taking much needed breaks in 
between, I managed to finish the rough draft of my second chapter, but now comes the 
next dreaded step: editing. Editing is a hell unto itself because it means looking for hours 
at the rough draft garble that I managed to squeeze out over break and make it so some-
one besides myself can understand it. 
Aren't we as seniors in the editing process of our lives this year? Over break, 
relallves drilled me on what I plan to do after graduation. After a while I had my spiel down 
quite well and it seemed to be what everyone wanted to hear. It even started to sound 
good to me. Amazingly, I could even pull it off on New Years Eve under the trance of a 
good bottle of wine. This routine bored me to death. I'm not bored with my life, but 
annoyed that my relatives couldn't get the story from someone else. Sometimes I won-
der if they are really even interested or simply trying to make polite conversation. Couldn't 
I just make up some simple tape recording to give my relatives for the holiday? It would 
show me in my sardine can dorm room working, show me going to classes, the dining hall, 
and the highlight of the day-<:hecking my mail--0nly to find that it is empty. A voice 
seemingly programmed into me pretends to be excited about my life and my future. This 
same programmed process is activated when I read the drafts of my project over and over 
( the bootleg "Guy@U11t~ ~ J 
exact his cold revenge. 
February 10 , 2004 
Corrections must "assess a prisoner's educational and vocational needs and provide 
each inmate with a program of education which seems most likely to further the process 
of socialization and rehabilitation, the objective being to return these inmates to society 
with a more wholesome attitude toward living." Compare this with Clinton's Violent Crime 
Control and Law Enforcement Act passed twenty four years later, which said that Federal 
courts would not hold prison or jail crowding unconstitutional, unless the plaintiff could 
prove that the crowding inflicted cruel and unusual punishment on him. In 1994, the law 
addressed the fact that our prisons were overcrowded to a degree that could be consid-
ered cruel and unusual punishment. In a period as short as 24 years, legislators went 
from requiring the Department of Correctional Services to socialize its inmates by meet-
ing their educational needs, to making it legal to cram the most bodies into prisons as 
cheaply as possible. Currently, only 9% of prisoners are in full-time job training or educa-
tion programs, while 26% are completely idle. 
Fortunately, policymakers are realizing that making cuts in rehabilitation pro-
grams has only created revolving door prisons, huge budget problems for states, and a 
growing population of stigmatized, poor and uneducated ex-convicts. They will also have 
an easier time convincing voters that it's in their best interest to spend money on rehabil-
itation instead of prison construction now that the prison system has become almost 
unsustainable. Bush's proposal to invest in rehabilitation programs shows that he knows 
voters will be more likely to support a politician committed to reducing the prison popula-
tion. 
Today, the argument for restoring rehabilitation programs to prisons is not that it 
is the decent thing to do, or the obligation of a just society, but rather, it is the most cost-
effective solution to reducing the number of prisoners in light of the nation's huge prison 
population. In an article entitled "Educating Inmates is Worth the Investment," Senator 
Kohl-Welles of Washington writes that "If correctional education helps prevent former 
inmates from committing more crimes, that means fewer victims - which means less suf-
fering for our fellow citizens and less money spent on enforcement, prosecution and incar-
ceration." The language of her justification for educational programs remains sympathet-
ic to potential victims, not the offenders. She argues that we should educate our inmates 
because if we don't, they will be more likely to harm the community after their release. 
Whereas 30 years ago, before the tough-on-crime mentality pervaded the criminal justice 
system, she could have argued that we should make it our duty to educate our nation's 
inmates because somehow they were not properly socialized, and when they're in prison 
we have the opportunity to correct the faults that caused he or she to commit the crime. 
Over the last thirty years the public believed the high number of incarcerated 
men and women proved that crime was being controlled. Now the public looks at the 
staggering prison population and sees a drain on the economy and an ineffective way of 
dealing with crime. By creating his Prisoner Re-Entry Initiative, Bush has shown that he's 
ready to take a new and more compassionate approach to dealing with offenders- of 
course, the compassionate part is only coincidental. 
and over as the words gnaw away at my brain. It melts the excitement of the writing 
process away and makes the paper dull as I read it for the tenth time. I can't help think-
ing how this time seems so much more difficult than previous times. 
For any student this is one of the harder times of the academic year; after hav-
ing been on break for over a month and living life at one's own leisurely pace, college 
seems impossible. Returning to Bard gives me mixed feelings, because I am happy to 
see all the familiar faces again, but afraid of the pressure of papers, tests, and other sorts 
of deadlines that I know will rear their ugly heads in the next couple of weeks. Throw on 
the pressure of the midway, and it makes coming back to school that much harder. But 
who would I rather face in the end Aunt X or Professor X? I choose the professor. I will 
not deny that I dread this meeting, as I hate being the center of any group's attention. If I 
felt otherwise, I would be in the theater department. Midway is what I consider reaching 
the top of the hill and the rest, although it may hold some difficulties, is coasting down. 
While the actual meeting is probably the most painful process of all the senior events we 
have to endure, it is the pinnacle. We've already come up with the basic ideas and out-
lined them by this point. Midway is when we face the music and are put on a new track to 
finish up over the next few months. While the final senior project board meeting is meant 
to critique the project as well, it is also a time that marks closure for most. It is when a 
student can present their final project in all its completion and glory, rather than having the 
board looking at a project that is nearly half completed and full of not-so-well hidden prob-
lems. 
I've realized that professors aren't out to get me necessarily, just to lead me in 
the right direction when I've run fresh into a dead-end. Even though during my midway I 
might feel like a hunted rabbit whose heart is ready to break through its rib cage, I can't 
escape midway. Besides, I've worked really hard on what I've got now and even with its 
fallacies I'm proud of it. So bring on midway. 
Which Bard professor is going to murder you" 
and how are they going to take your ass out? 
me with arsenic. on campus. 
ure11ano ae 
Soto, by making me sit 
'in front of reruns of Fear 
Factor, in a room filled 
with cigarette smoke. 
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On Women llilllliBIStl .I I nw Rr<>:>kdt nnwn;; • i 
lBY Jeremy low I Main Entry: 1 trankPronunciation: 'fra(ng]k Function: adjec-
, 
r 
If I may, allow me to begin with a disclaimer. You will , in all probabil-
ity, disagree with what I have to say, and my experience being limit-
ed at best, I speak with my tongue occasionally in my cheek and 
most often without knowledge. That being out of the way, I should 
start with this aphorism: of all of God's creation, the giant squid 
excepted, women are the most enigmatic and dangerous of all. Their 
capacity to forgive knows only too many bounds, their caprice knows 
few, and their hearts none. That is to say that above all, they are 
creatures of the heart. While their intellect will not be disparaged 
here, in matters of the heart it is notably absent. Men can, and cer-
tainly should be convicted of the same, but this is not an article about 
the brutish sex, only the fairer. As I said, my experience is limited at 
best, but I did grow up with three women (not the sisters of 
Shakespeare, though I confess I would be hard pressed to name the 
differences}. They were not of the easy-going sort; in short they were 
normal as I have found in the past twenty years or so. 
Women who are not of a man's family pose an even greater chal-
lenge to knowledge than those of his blood. But note: not to compre-
hension or understanding, for these are fool's pursuits and have 
been since time immemorial, but rather to knowledge in general. 
They confound every rule on every level. They rarely break these 
rules, for this would be too simple; rather, they enshroud everything 
in a blanket of riddles so thick that this can have little effect other than 
utter despair for those who become so enveloped. Better men than 
I have tried to coerce order {or at least the appearance of such} out 
of this phenomenon and have failed miserably. Bearing this in mind, this essay {in the truest sense of an 
attempt} will not, for you or anyone else, yield a better understanding of the fairer sex. Most likely it will simply 
encourage even more confusion (and probably hateful glances in my direction at the very least). This is certain-
ly not my aim but rather the only possible outcome of such an article {which was not even my idea: I write at the 
behest of a friend and editor} . And so to begin ... 
As a species, I love women. I can hardly deny it and what's more, I admit it freely. They are complete-
ly singular in their habits and all the more because not a single one could be taken as an example of the whole 
of woman-dam. Were this taken as a rule for nature, every beast in the wild would act without similarity to the 
next, with complete abandon and without regard to a single external factor. In short, fish would walk and mam-
mals might just as well have gills. This is not to don some sort of biological argument but rather to eschew it. 
Every woman I have every talked to has been different from the next. Though you may accuse me of stating 
the obvious, allow me to explain by way of comparison: while men are just as unique as women we generally fit 
into genres. That is to say, though I am quite different than Tom sitting directly across the table from me, we 
exist as "Bard Boys," for the most part. There are discemable traits which we could both stomach being applied 
to our personalities {I'm not going to go into them here, as that is outside the scope of this article, though I would 
very much like to read that piece sometime}. And yet I have not heard and have not been able to apply any sort 
of category to any of the women I have met here or anywhere else {save one category of girls at Bard, but that 
is scarely to be repeated in mixed company} . 
As it were, one must deal with women on an individual basis; to learn the nature of one {ii this is indeed 
possible} is to be completely in the dark about another. But lest this become too depressing, I will move on. 
Someone, and forgive me for not remembering who, said once that hate is not the antithesis of love; rather, that 
place is rather occupied by indifference. Hence, this single piece of advice: argue. The most important thing 
one can do is make an impression, lest you are never even allowed the chance to inquire as to her heart. What 
better way than to piss someone off , but please read to at least the end of this paragraph so you can see where 
I am going with this. This is not to say that I have found insulting a lady will get you in like Flynn, for that would 
be so childish that we might as well start pulling each other's hair and fighting on the playground. But give it a 
bit of thought: we all possess at least a modicum of intelligence and surely we all have at least a few opinions, 
so why not discuss them. This is not to say that you should try discussion the entire oeuvre of Jacques Lacan 
{I tried, so this is the point at which experience actually rears it's ugly head), but a heated argument leaves nei-
ther party forgotten or worse yet, bored. 
Since I fear that Bard parties will become tantamount to fist fights about what Peter Saurian said in 
class that day, l will add one more thing before I conclude. This is certainly not foolproof and if you are indeed 
a fool, I wouldn't suggest trying it, but if you must, don't use this article as an excuse to be that arrogant kid at 
the party who talks everyone's ear off (I regret that l am still learning that lesson}. And lest this becomes an 
advice column I will conclude: 
I said that I loved women. I do. They are strong and vulnerable and there is little better than being 
there for your girl when she needs you or you need her. If there is one thing I've found, it's this: I hope that I 
never learn everything about the topic on which l write to you now for it would lose all interest and every hint of 
mystery would be exploded. But I should end now, and I believe I'll do it with a quote which has served me well, 
though it lies contrary to most of what I have just written, yet it serves as a nice counterpoint to my overemotion-
al and mostly sappy paean now committed to paper. II is from Lord Chesterfield as he described to his son the 
act which makes a man a man: "The pleasure is momentary, the position ridiculous and the expense damnable." 
Ered and Me 
tive Etymology: Middle English, free, from Old French franc, 
from Medieval Latin francus, from Late Latin Francus 
Frank1 : marked by free, forthright, and sincere expression 
<a frank reply> 2 a : unmistakably evident <frank material-
ism> b : clinically evident and unmistakable <frank pus> 
We can't promise all that...but we can try. 
.. ; ' 
' Who's my baby daddy? 
-Drunk 
Dear Drunk, 
Matt~iQ~. 
more, the sexier, l say! 
~en't making the most of 
r hair~e flair! Try jazzing it 
• 1ortul ribbaos, but most of all, 
ay! Be pro'td. It's an asset, not 
\:\, 
-~ 
'-:.~ .. 
·:~ 
-..;;:·:-1 • 
1ta your _apok>g~ 
lain. If he doesn't reactt 
stomps back, dump him.• 
ave enough room, then it's 
Got questions? 
Well, we've got answers, 
even if they're not the right 
ones. Send them to: 
Observer@bard.edu. 
~ 
.. 
The Human Consequences of N.A. F. T.A. (By: Matt RozsaJ 
I never liked Michael Moore. I still don't. He strikes me as a pompous know-it-all , and I 
find many of his views on foreign policy to be short-sighted and ignorant. And so when I 
watched "Roger & Me" several months ago at the behest of a friend, I was perpetually 
wary of the content. There they were, a bunch of automobile manufacturers who had just 
lost their jobs because General Motors CEO Roger Smith had just exported them over-
seas. Moore was using pathos instead of logos to frame the argument of his film, I figured; 
Smith probably had very sound economical reasons for doing what he did, and besides, 
Moore probably exaggerated the human elements of his story, as he always does. 
Enter Fred Baer. A bespectacled 57-year-old man with graying hair and a cere-
bral ring in his voice, I had primarily known Mr. Baer through a long-standing close friend-
ship with his son, Andy. His job was once that of a senior materials technician at Ingersoll-
Rand Laboratories in Phillipsburg, NJ. I preface his job title with the adjective "once" 
because, as you can probably guess, he was recently laid off. 
"The god of Wall Street demanded manufacturing facilities more return for their 
investment," Fred explains, "so instead of accepting 18% for their investments, they 
demanded 20% or more." In order to do this, Ingersoll-Rand made a very simple decision; 
they traded jobs for profit. By exporting the jobs of both Fred and many of his co-work-
ers overseas to places like China, they are able to pay Third World workers a fract ion of 
the American wage to perform the same. The consequences of this for Fred Baer's future 
employment prospects could be dire. 
Which isn't to say that Fred is untrained. Quite to the contrary, he received a for-
mal 8,000 hour apprenticeship as a machinist toolmaker, completed three years at Penn 
State for on-the-job training for an associate's degree, took metallurgy courses in ASM to 
learn laB work, various courses in SUNY-Albany for x-ray detraction, and a wide variety of 
other minor courses throughout his career. Alan Greenspan and his ilk claim that those 
who have been laid off simply need to be "retrained. Fred responds, "Retrained in what? 
Many of the computer jobs are being exported to India; many of the other jobs which they 
claim we'll be good at are jobs which companies would much rather prefer giving to 
younger people. Regardless of the law, nobody has to employ a 57-year-old war veteran 
with white hair. They know it is often too draining on us to file age discrimination lawsuits, 
and besides, they can find any number of other 'reasons' to avoid making you a liability." 
Fred Baer is by no means the only American today suffering from this problem. 
Because of organizations like NAFTA and the WTO, it is both easier and more desirable 
for American companies to export their jobs overseas so as to increase their profit. The 
short-term consequences of this are sobering, as the situation of both Fred Baer and thou-
sands of other American workers indicates; the long-term consequences, however, are. 
also particularly negative. As political and economic commentator Lou Dobbs points out, 
there is a significant risk in allowing America's economy to become less independent b 
moving our manufacturing base abroad. Not only could it potentially lead to a lopside 
economic structure, it could also make our nation's foreign policy interests more easil 
manipulated by nations like Mexico, India, and China, where those jobs have been relo 
cated to. 
By no means does this article do an adequate job of describing the negative sit 
uation that currently exists in our country because of this issue, but I hope it makes a start. 
Whether your proposed solution to this problem is the International Minimum Wage o 
Dick Gephardt or the tax breaks to companies which hire Americans instead of oversea 
workers supported by John Edwards, it is an issue of paramount importance. 
February 10 , 2004 
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I:''!( iio:.-Jif.?'JI ' >.lll'J ·~·'ltOl!.t,.) ~rs(t.;i,, 
ow mud~ ·:.::Jri::~~l.~rYJ'/ Oo:il'~ t>. >.1.-Jh lne 
1'1n M r;~cd::r. !<lUd!!t"ks 11 11~ i~~oc: .,t 
&ird ct..r-J 1t.c p;i:;l 25 )'!Q!nl. 
Whitt t,"15; r.t-... :ine,cd e; th<il i11 1.91h . 
al~:.11."t JO ~l!t Cl?.f'l1 cit 1he cnt~rin~ di»'~ <Jii.} 
r- t ~ad'"l.1!'. 5ll :hat's,., cn.1.-~. Ard it i~ 
i-• .::irdcr tu ~-t:L Vi t:;, bll.'t tht:.< i:.oof4~ who :in:· 
l:lotsleioc ,~ I !Jl'IO:~t;r:.;i;wid lher:n, tl~ coro-
f1;unti: :.re ~~d -;11' !l 1i!s.t: t:e~ cf "1 it 
e~pr.ic.'.i to m~ !!t&.1tJ~fl'li< 01t ma;n 
t:~ll'VO>iP-"'tl~r.ll is wror~ ll ~rl".: ~ r.:i r.c.dt 
COll!:!i;i.l~~/ WI!,¥ :--,,!llXlef'll~ ~lv;;¢i• ~MN'> 
~rt~ li..l ii~ 1(l'fr.>l:, r:t tCOt:~fl\~ ~I -0¢fn. 
-nla'n~ ttiui~h ~ lt~mMe, ~) Jt&'«~ 
':!.'l:":r,t r.~l Lo ;;.:;.1~1~~1>"1-r"lii..'.-Yfr. ch<=l•~~­
\\'M1 ll'\-lt..~ C<Y~ i ~ lh~ sl;(Xl·t:nt!+ b~COO\l!' 
i1~1·r ~"<tacn~1 to 1t-.o i::<.1lk-l!I! ~-~fl~/ kr.aH iL 
rn.1tcr, ~ 1!1.m't t111nK, ·wen. tht!~' rn:itv.! O> 
<n1r>~,;.\o>.~ b"f ti;ri!tle '>!llt°f!:!N) I :u!$l:(I ta li~<e 
i1~0> o,..--...,.;.rcx11rt:.1.. .. I w;i.s •i U'J littSl':t~U< 'In 
t il t< 1t1;.1s.1r. bulltlil~ ~ ttw \.i'n1~t~Y u t 
Ch~'->.lltl>-\~N i:st'!S(';tled. fh.I:)' t1.;1fl.: rt Ot!Wll 
Thev b>.Jilt ,, ~ew 1ntuo1c bt.i.lldm~ .·md 1 
tt'.:>ug;1l thiU w.a!:I ~)~LJ\J~noui.ft m~rrf 
tmnlfi~ 1nnme11b (lt mv flt!! tor.k plill:'E' ll'I 
1n.1t r:im:ih&t.lo:W. bl.l''tllr~ ,,_-r,.::1i wt: 
. 1,,...,..>;( ~t1C 
, . • .i;vfft.'nt."'!' it ~cp "" ' '" r -
hi:' iu:!j!.'.'r t.fl•JUWI'>:> 25- ]C:N:::. .iteJ1 
The 8ord !Observer .. ~aY .. 2?:.~~0.._,_ ........  . 
..  :=J 
B A C K I N T E R V I E W 
~M1.-erit v.:t=. W":l'f 'lfJt"l~~t: -iltJ !)t>: ~~ •~r.­
·_;',-.;..:i tv~tfler. t.r1 i:- 1n..1!>b \."eµ;:s1 !111~1t i::: ::i 
I Jt<h Ut!t.ll:'l >.:1r.J PIL>:t1 rtL'f l:!' t'ff~li\~ 
i;I~~ r~l!f th:u: "!. , .,'ll!:< wht-r l ~:; an 
11m!c-·ol!tii.a1.e. 
-Obsen~r. IJ ~m:; tll<e :he 1:.r.i..-: ct I.Ibo:! 
-,.:i.i; r.r.mr. ir: tl':',."lmi;c11t mr. ~.-utpr 1~1~ 
·n.--.t 8..-.m t~ ii"~1'f\C;, n~;t}/;CI'. fe(l:i\'Pili Of 
r.C,ffl!Yllirllty--wtl.)1~ p-.1.;pl& .-it~ lrlt€-t~ttf<).(! 
~'fl m~in ~~1or.1u~. 1.'>'J1tAV~ kite; cu·1~1:t w~t 
i:-i:scli <Jt11t!r; .:rrnJ .li<1ing wlrt:!N:' Ull!f' ~IA!df. 
Botstein.. \\~l. l lltink U1:31'!: wrar-i. I ':u'Yf 
ttittt •rom rn.1r~ ·y.."':ill':. ot C!lfpt.":r~,.J:)'"': I 
tt nk tt1C<t'$ & i.it~il:. ~n:e11t Now il'lf> 
tld~~· fll!' nlt.f11.H:1'~¥if~l'~ d -,..HJf~ lb~~ 
rnc-nl, !Nl lhs(~ 'fftfos\ lln::-; ~~ iwu lht:tt!--
·c~ the:t r~l!t it O\JL rerr.:ema~ the: !::tu 
de-it g::i~mtn!!nt ~ .:i i;erv pe::uli~ or.c 
ne-c. II ::. .:l t:l'l!!;'l.tt.:c ,:ii ,:;.ami::tt11n€ th~~ 
110).W.l"0.1 in 'fhrc l."rtc • ( tl,;;....4t ·::. r.ot .1 ro ... 
\~atmr.:.il i;rur:~nt e.c1.mmmc.nt Mr..s;t !OtiJ.. 
delft 1:.-(IJWnmcrlt! i)rG roproser.-~ed IY.f' oor· 
n'lll.Cdn &ud L1t Cl8:&$~ • .If~~ !!lud!mt ~~ ... 
1!1'~lt'tll Unit le¢f;.i1n:lld; 'lfitttl~ w .lf~~~t 
ibclf, ~ it ::t!C¥.Jld. 
I ncr...c iz.ue .;ir.:"! b.1.tf'1 ~yrr.:ml1c- ilM 
rr.::. ... ''ou .1t.nrJ.N a.t!out 11'\r. ~nmr:A.~ni, hit 
the re()! ~lh;': ~ Mt AJbr.n l ~ tr~r~ar­
n1~tiUfl I](' AR\Q~ lot~~ md"ltoc, ~~-..'!JI 
bt:r~ri !lbl().;JAta. It.'~ Mt a~lt'i~ fsW(l;.)nts. 
nd where !:l!..t:lt<11l~ lrrt"···tl1l:.'11:{~ hi:oen 
c:;;;i~ Clf t:o.sl!.: ail!:! the yc;:sr.;. Sorr.e ~ 
flit') w'O\nt to he turthr:r ;y.-.-.:y. .i;r:nic f.<:<ift 
·:>"~' f~oomn~r~11 Viv;; pirt tt1c. (1 1;.m~ In 
IBH).Jl~ .ar~iS. J..t}Jll:.< P!:!WI~ t lli'lt! titv1m~ii 
~~1'1rttlia~ lt ~r<l!':: nul ,ll cx:111~•~tt-n~· hs 
i.:om~ 11f Ye1" O't-er the: y.m~. Student:;' 
&~ ::u.10t!nl. i;t:f11.e't 
wn.:.! '-•"n.,. hru.1,"! '.tt""!..,.~f "'-.t r th'l' 
rto~1 : pn:.i(uu !:!> ".hol lh~t: ~::u~:in 1 nr: 
u~1: t:n!t0t~:cc '1ininr,. m -::prir,i:r)'.1 tr> ~l~t,, 
::«n1c ::t rrtf coiro01.1.~ ;:,.cm •nw:f nttf',.>t,_ 
bul I l:>",.i:.Ultll-t ?J~lit"',·e .:h:il t::!nlr. •• vl!d dl'l-
i1 ~ il.! is ftl~f cf 1.:r;.::istii:~ o:immnMy Hut 
wi1e:t 1-!.linc Cc.mmp0r. WM~ h'>lllt~opJe 
w:ic::l !.~eat 1r. l-'it:!Xtar.- f¥!<-'t·•kl wer.e 
;:z:i1r!Yt P<;llr<~ r:r,.l'!rrt(<!"IS.. ~ci•lt! 1:11~ r~i:>l 
;: ,1ttr• ~hMt!Wl! in thb Wl!V. 
rtic' HJ()!;t rnP1.1rklrt a:r~pect of corn 
;ft\lllit;· i:i u1~ ju; ~lt:st:d sire 0 1 :t.c cU. 
l~v.:iic;h .t1 :t~n'l ie-~lt( ,::."l<tnfrA ir. 1t\!l 
lt!!:t t;~--VSJI'"" ~~f:s, ~ I'm sur;im.::rt th;it 
. •ti!; tC·r:'I~ .IP nO'".~. I WOIH.1 t"t;JW \11"-dtit~ 
!:&o:u: 1 .tnc cnltr.:ep h..~ fflY~1i ftU:li 7CO 
:.t.sccnt:; to l ,:.!(>:} ;.tvn~ ill th~ 
~'l'.'~ir;......tnr.:n tMre \livuld 11'!' tt dh~'ZI~. 
l1 fll.~· -~~ .... a.~ tw.u m~t import:in 
;tC'tC(-; f-Oi Utl!l l)l:'!l'Ut!;JUO:I of >l ~dccilrlln f{' 
U!JIWO:mi~.'1'·· witit:h j OOO't ~l".C, f;i~ft ft"s, 
e~t for me w 50l¥ I dr>()'t ~~f~ it- i:l 11tl!' 
gr-:1.,,-1.h ·:if Ti'.1$ Yl$;. ~ f.1).;tlriatklt\ !!4-'l'1l 11ntl 
lie nr:rcmi;r,d I~) ct (;Cf'tipu~rs. 
Oi<S ·~'!!, P!!t9I~ C011VJl;iincd 
~ w~ (IQ ~~ 1':l eo. mid ttmrc 
•N,:.. Ir "a..:~ & "li111~ ,~~..., ~war:11t:. 
?Rt"'J~1..i ~tl 1.1)5,1..:.t tit.dd o::irrr~M!ni:: In 
Tt\Q.fi hi ~td!!r !t.J cr~a:t_e. Ti-~ ru-. 01 :-~ O.f 
tcr1t1 \ b "J'..: cull~.&!, ""-r.. nowr. f1>i!~l 
1ith ~1iniri$ .!ilurlcnt fl{)tf!ll)ll , 
'In:- o!ht.'< r.n::tor ... ;ir;~ ft'& ~ll tt1ro~1 
.l>."Tlt!<ric;i.i :i>t.").""\c;; w !!1:7-~ th~ lr1tem~. 
trtr. CC•:T'flllt-\':t, -.1f'J"J th~ 1:1n11:•'Jli! Of ~nlC 
r:•"Xlf:f'1 !.f:tYt;} .alC4'it-, in Ll· ... <!!if -rool'T'f", r.~ 
1'1)Uf1¥"~t1~ L"J' ~m~l;. no1 m r.::r10.~r>,. r,;rt b~· 
l.c:'~i;ht1r)I:!. Aud Lim: u: ;-; ~01'!01'rlrrrJO 
tnrou~ut .\1rnm:.:tn hlf}lr.f ..,J~l~.m. 
You :T-JJ mil t..'1.1 r.!( If!: 'Rs>/ stnm" .uu! ;u l~ 
nt p.>"XI~": "'!'<.fld ,, tt1 (It tirn~ bf lhr:m 
;o~ W:h"\r.. i! fl~Cl'Jlffo1. I tt1it1k i'!.'!: 01 W>llr-. 
u~1 ful 1hiu~ liut ir! ~ it ~nrrt:11 i:c<J 1L 'IC§f in 
1o1.·ii1::!1 ::ti.di:r1:: h~w(! cho~t!n lo ::µend 
tm~ir t1Tc. 
t'¥.1 i ct1:>ci 't trJlrtk \t'i~ ~""'l~ltiint..; rim 
~'$ ~r.;:,:in~1 w-:i::<J i:-s- th!! ~1.i.dt.1'1! ~1~r4-
:i1.,m. T:,...,,'..·:-. il oct tu bi::. Thie :::v.N~~1t t.\Q!ly 
t.~t::!S rnit lhi11l\. l.h1:1rdq,~. "' on~ "'";!/f 
lht--·~ '.:I r~ nt~l'1 ~Jt!Ol!I!:!- -iU! d11ten:nt 
v1et1.'!!<.. Arn: &rd h;i:: ."31" '1'.f!i oocn :t 114~ 
rl small co'T'.rounil.e:: i>round tum, 
;uoar.,;l t hc:itcr, ;;:irounc flhotl)GmftYJ. I h.it 
n.1r. ;,t,..-;:.y;; r.ut to :;..:im~ mtilr", i\ ft;()('fTh' 
~tudr.ri ffM";n"lll";.~r:.t t>t ;i (1~"'111.';Mt<;CP, 
r.r,;r.;..c;r. ;t-~m ,;.r~ ~ ms~-.f &.11E>.t imM ot 
00!"1\rlll)t\ft~, ~~ty btWIVJ iril.t't~~ l!io; 
!!lU>Jl:i 1~ iui.µ: . i tlt>it'l lttilff. IJ1!i\ hir~ 
dll! l'I~ in r~ il hi:!!: grr:wn dr.:lm:tt~ltv. 
Th!? co:T',pla1r.~!: n.n~ to~ t.1¥.c11 :;,c 
<11~,,:.,;. nc:i::.~m-:~ 1hr?'.)' rc"lfo:t tlnnff- we: l'l.'"M.~ 
·o 'lif1 But w nen '"'1i 1c~ano-'Mt1k:«I Wtl 
f.liJ~ 1>tWt!t1l Wl~Hl!I, ~ hlf~ kJ 
IJUt~A!U [or dM 116l ~Ut:<:lttiUlil of~ 
'l!ttnls 111tit1.> mi!¢1l not like ..tlitl ~ did 
bec<i~ UIC'.i ~-e .;i diffeon:nL c1.1ncem. 
1he dncr thlig '3bout the rPC, 
U!r.t1ro, ::.nd '1!~1+111.:!0lt:on5 ;:md t l'..cre, I 
tlliN;, 1.."' ::i trrJnonootl!> .imount rl mis;mr.:lr· 
.~b.e !::>.'!!:".t:m ::S!td il µ~ l:I IJt:"H.>.:<ul.k.•1,.";!fy 
d11 1tcuh lluu:l~n -1.ln ~ U> m;:i~.l:! ~ cio::;i:!fon 
lo gJ\1!! !:crneone it .iot> lor life. ~t!ell!-ilV if 
the ;mmiJl)'~!TllJh:i:ii:; uf Utt-,,~ e ht.YN 
er;od ~ t.c;?che< the indr.1dual ~ Th1'.'~ i:s 
r.-i l)f'>f:' '111Th'1·:; come q:i lor teiill•""'C- f 
Wl'lr.cn ~t".::rc hm; n:U: t:-er.n "lir11J:ie11l r.up 
t'(lrt. f:~'l'!n lrt 'IM c~ 11u-;1 mc.nt~r~, 
WfJ Mr&~,..,.~ r~Qf)~ ~-in "" ... 'lr.rt1 
1aX1~ w U1t!' t.~1111~ tl)~ -..ruicut ~ H!b-
:m1ntil!!I amour\ or ~w~tl 0::"111-~url-th..-y 
woukln 't &cl 1hill f;:i r. Tue dL>cisicn r:I 
r.n1tm 'llO "°" wllcihl!r t:ic 11cr.;cn 15 ;:i g;:od 
t;;f 'flCIH I fl() ~J('.!itrin t; 'ltill t!t."l' >1r.r 
~m b~ d i:t.i~ "'~•~her. \'ti\..~& t~ prr .. 11r.. 
Uui1'?' 
o~~r.: ff,\!!{ ~fl""~ !:OhdltJ,,".:<, l.'l~r t.lw 
.:uu.r.::-e ti! t~ . .• 
9aatein:: °'l'e~ .. This; i!: ~l ~!ll ;:in i11(rmw:d 
The complaints have to be taken 
seriously, because they reflect things 
we have to do. But when we respond-
wh ich we will-to student concerns 
we have to be prepared for the next 
generation of students who might 
not like what we did because they 
have a different concernr 
Ch~ lnsfjjc &x1\1'U1 '.io Ctn'f" "'"'" ~~-!~1"' :i <!c.<>..c<:11t tilt "'1l.1ru-.J -•- · l'"""'+.!l !!~tci! Wool!. 
q..b. h ~amt "''"" l.'llJ! ~~ ttm~ ~"11: i)f.\PC'4f lli l:~ ""ltHt I'~ d" i':h(ll!-l,4! . ti!too;<! k~ :;..~.:11~ 
wn~r,~ ~~,.l~!!'l~r.o«·~" 
m~tiUli .ir(l<Jnd Un~ i7...rue. l nc: 11'"\tlJflrrty (!; 
ti~  -ul i:~ii-c-r m the tenu,., an<t 
te-Jit!~ liJ6 ~re sl\I~~• ~\'Al;tl~ Tt:tit! re 
w<ts ~c.issc,, ~~ )~~v,,. ~-t>. ·N~I~ thtl f•cu 
tr HXl!,mm~l'J.1 60mi\bQUy !\;ts· tmwe: :m:i 
~ 6C ·-cm im. W>.:< !i:n.i~ ?hoe pc~n 
:l\f'tUI\. 0,)e Qf ~ r-t:~n:; Wiu. tr.a l::J~ 
t~1r!t!rxlittion.. Thc!t!'f' ;i roooN. bi:-1Y:it't 
wtu:n::.omcr.~ a~oolt)' bat ~ fLlil ~ ii! 
r~Ulot the 'tr.nni.ll fl'C l&WUUn-.!fdB.~cn. 
~ you '\;J~ ~ nl~tofr.:&I v~w, Ute c;crnpt nnt 
"'-'A' ~ rloitt li1:1tc-11 ti:< ~l!:fll mpt1t ~ 
~h"ll~ll~. 
O~~"f. {lr j..~l~TIJ{, !Miuei, ~t t'ki 'fl.JV 
·nihk )( D:'ilnift'? Do ~:iu (~ lll«! tn:. .;vi 
Otitttl'<(tl.'t..! :isat~m.'c gi.r.:M1dmn? 
fk>~t>tiu: t ;:sm r.mt <I ~"'I or U>s t~IWI~ !!~~· 
ti!m. thir;T. l tmt t<r.rii lf~ I~ e ll u111~~lln 
~m~utco 25 )~!'!; flc<n nrwJ 'W4l ~Ill b:t i; 
J.'\<W ~.:t::her. Th:l!t'!A.:i or.:t:~IOf'l 'lf!'I) ns-~-s fu 
tn~kt und lfwl "r. 41 ·~'tlf!{triOC1:1 ci&Ciiib11. 
,Siulfml:;. -,.1!1 CCI~ t.Q IM iU~ if~. 4 \\teill 
1hr. f!M~l;('j lJP. :¢t t~IN~ i!$ ll bf..iler 
t•~cner'!h&n lll> ~nd ~cwh:i'-:o ~ser~rt-""-"">­
ultt f1"" 11~~. wl11>'~ b~11 hr.r{: t-nr x mmr 
lle<t!!- tif ~~" Ai.'ld rr:tf r{:.i;r-<¢%~ U1 that 
1Jc-..:i..., is., " H11t l( r.um~1--s :ret.1~ ~. 1.h~t 
perr..ai c;:i~ iJil fQ< tBnu11;1 ~mJ lht! ~tu 
donl:;. :r .. 111'.l-. 'Th~ ~~&(Kl P.i Ult~ l!l:'S 
t":iltn~ fl~ l\i.31.t.'"' Tl;,:i QU!:!!!l>:m ~ h~ do 
)~i Jurjcp.. b traj~l:"Wlf or ~m indi'•tdUOll:;. 
:p~.ti!tt'ti~ .1te a k< lll:~f f-l'llm wb.en thcf R: 
-,auri.~ .iin::f rdiiitiv.1:-ly new ;)f tMi:: JrAl, om~ 
tt\W L:hi='t wiS ueo C'X:r m,1rf/, m.1f'1' ~\;'.<Jr~ ti-;; 
Wtnt!. i!.r.d 111;:.n; <1 YS;ff Ul'lf&o!iurn~~ 
dl!(:1!:1r.n 
news 
~)Sol\r~r: SOo\~ .~.i"l'1:-J1r.r. 11>-'lli'"': ;i;.1>11 rt1.-;t 
rbe< [t'l"U.#>.:< w1v 1~c ·'-l~mm fi.,A..,.'l"i, Ir· 
th~ P.:1~ {<l.'W r't'-<1l!s . &t.<~l' >1)')' Ci:\rlOh"(.)\.-0 ~O' 
l<~~Ll!J,! ei 1..-L.~W>.!"t' ( ... Cv<' 
~wmt:YI wu:l ~1..p .. I:.- of {>;,dw. 
Glob!~n : TI1:1l'~ ~l.il6t.i;.;.:,lt~· ia1l1v 
'"· ju:::l luo!>\ i:., 
tt .. ~ n1im t>."?r:.. I hi:r-f.r. l:>:?C-11 ., !:Wil.dy 
lnt:r-0~ JI'-; thl'! df\'l.~r!"...:y .r.r pcmp;c ot co:Or. 
11:~ !J')i;j M~ie~t -tuXJ,J;,Jt~n 1n in:-ik-x; ;iM ~ 
i:; :il!!t."' lh~ 'l!'!!~:d~ ~;<J!>!!tilm t•J t:1.l'ifr<-"t1l 
YtV.h f;s.;:1!; . I ~g),.°'t."st 'f UU ~ w l.h~ Dts.111 
;int:$rn;ily !o::k ::ll ln!! ~rd. 
Nd! ~'Cl)trllr~Lll;: t OL'Op!e :i llt.~ i:: 
tnm·. ;ir-.:t ~ nm rr:!ip:~l i: tc W-l lhl: lr'Jlt1. 
I 1'1<1mtlll\~, If I !".+'If ti c;r, t Lr-.1e~ I h'l\'t! lo bl! 
11J'~ t"'lr 1:~c. rm rcrt 1u~1111rc; rr'I rr.:>pon:d 
!;1lflfy Q.)tnp.wc ftir. 111.;-ror.r ol ,..,..,m:mty ~ 
wlimt!(1 r~cl~' m>m 1 !l f!3 m me in:ir 
:lGCO.-b~.li.;ijt the 25)'t~f1c.D·•m 
Obsen~r. On~.~~ tJut-:i!ii..11 .•. Wf1t-f>.t d\• 
JOO ?"t.1-:t! JQIA"'SC}/ OJr'XJ [liJnJ ir1 ~~ ml:: 
)~11':5, i;~ r.n.,t'r. ~r..i: t1ml! fr..ime l1'1.1 
l1ii1<>: l'l? 
Dll4~wirt. 11~ Of.>Jer <.•1\~ ,r.~~. Ul~ m()m 
1rtt:~!lt 1.1M t)~1:.t\11Ei& It~ tc.t~ c>! !oold~ 
~ fot.wi:<. I wuul!J ~· fu:tt th~ tl'l~t 
imi:or~.nl LhiJ16 lfot;t n~:I~ ~ht!' r.:rr~tn· 
bt!ret! ~ that in:.lilut~:lrnl ch1:1r11.ctt:r.! it:t:> 
m1.r~ ::o~ranc,cr 1h;in tte cn:lr.:>C~ <1( indi 
1,j~Sf;E., MY Yi\")r•; ~ f<'l'%Ufan1 M!i ncc11 tr; 
ruutiuue e<1w .st'l'r.:flettsr.:tl :i ~~1\1 r11..11 (:Jzt. 
ell 1.i~uf'!:j 1 llnr•€><l, ~1-..J I'!~' ~"~'e>Ut>'l"'.in -~ 11:1 
o:intir.~ w do !hist inh.• lfot fi:ty1~. ".u 
~t'.,11 intm:nn cx1:-1mdir,.;.( I.ht::- 1e-A.Jun:~ fur 
i>tl~011t& . 
'tio: v.·m ~~ llv.i\Ji~?. 1'110. p~nrn·.~e. 
ar~ i:t:r1ti.:'1 "'hr~~• will i!);Mtf~· i11~1¢~1) tnc 
t;,r,1:t.t1r.::; ~r !:tud!!nll; o f ,;.lnm1i:. U1t!'l:!lt.'!1. 
;m~ d<":inr.r;,. ,inrt 'Alli ;::i1:;0 ptr.:r.l&.! ;:, la.•i.:.:e 
;;.~1nt.11m1m tnrCl!ncr evcnl!:.t:t Ute cdl~. 
Wi Wiil llnprfl«: ttlc: ~::;;~r"'"":l:l t;ict!ilie !.< rl 
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Sagittarius: November 22-December 21 
You are truly in a funk. The kind of funk that George Clinton wouldn't even try to touch. 
And I hate to say it, but it's all your fault. You have been saying no to opportunities you 
yourself create. The planets cannot help you when you yourself don't recognize their 
power. Watch out for the fifteenth, twentieth and twenty-first of this month, events that 
may seem ordinary are anything but. Your salvation, though in your own hands, is seed· 
ed in those days, pay a little more attention to creating a solid future and a little less 
time focusing on the days you have wasted. 
Capricorn: December 22-January 19 
There is a strong pull on you this month. It is a pull to go back to ways that once were. 
A visitor will play a large part in your decision to either go forward or backward. Both 
directions have promise and goodness 1n them but 11 is up to you to decipher which way 
1s best for you. Try not to get into cars with strangers for awhile, even if you consider 
them acquaintances it will not turn out well. 
Aquanus: January 20-February 17 
Celebrate while the celebrating is good. Live it up my friend, you have every reason to. 
Things are getting back on track after being terribly wrong and they will only get better. 
If you have the chance to gamble, go all in. There are very few cosmic periods where 
nothing can go wrong, but this month is your cosmic and karmic time to recoup on the 
damages of the last few months. Pay attention to the girl with curly hair, she will teach 
you a few things. 
Pisces: February 18· March 19 
Keep it together. 
Anes: March 20-April 19 
You're doing alright in almost every quarter of your life. Almost being the key word in 
that sentence. Don't dwell on how great the good things are, instead jump into fixing the 
few trouble areas you have left. Someone important to you is having a birthday soon, 
don't forget it. for if you do that relationship will need some serious fixing. Also, watch 
out for the nineteenth, it will be harder that it seems. 
Taurus: April 20-May 19 
You are stubborn everyone is saying so, openly and behind your back. You think it's 
always someone else making things difficult. And that is true but only in part, people 
make things hard for you because you make things hard for them. I see a musical event 
1n your future, stay away from the color red. 
(BY Madame Babarosky:.smith J 
Gemini: May 20-June 20 
Though your mother wouldn't ever say it, I will, you're being an asshole. Stop being an 
asshole. You are charming and bright and industrious by nature and kind to those you 
love, but it seems as if you've forgotten all your good qualities. And you better watch out 
or all of those who are waiting for you to get over it will stop waiting and forget these 
qualities as well. The planets have a fabulous event in the making for you, but if you 
don't stop being an asshole it 's going to become its antithesis. If you want to have fun in 
the future, stop being such a tool. 
Cancer: June 21 ·July 21 
You're missing the sun something awful and it's making you gloomy on the inside. It's 
courageous and admirable of you to pretend nothing's wrong, but no one will blame you 
or think less of you if you let a little of the gloom come out. Everyone around you feels 
that something is wrong and your refusal to share worries them. Be nice to animals this 
month, they will provide you with a good connection for a future project. 
Leo: July 22-August 22 
You are troubled by someone close to you. It is good for you to be concerned but watch 
out, no matter how much concern you show they are not destined to be the same. You 
must stop living your life through their eyes and find your own sight again. You've been 
missing out on some kick-ass chances, next lime one comes along, forget your concern 
over another and go for it. 
Virgo: August 23-September 21 
Wow, you sure have been breaking the mold a bit these last few months! I'm proud of 
your get up and go spirit, a rare thing for a Virgo. Your travel plans will turn out just they 
way you hoped and home will still be home whenever you do get back. Good luck and 
have fun. 
Libra: September 22-0ctober 22 
I once asked you to consider your life like a quilt, and you haven't, so I'm simply going 
to repeat what I said before: Have you ever made a quilt? If you have, you know the 
intense planning and then work it takes. You should look at your life this month and 
every month as if it was a quilt: it won't get made (let alone made well) without you tak-
ing a proactive and progressive approach to it. 
Listen to me, I'm a goddamn astrologer, I know MORE than you. 
Scorpio: October 23-November 21 
Inferiority is getting the better of you, it shouldn't, you're better than all of them. Now, 
without you letting this fact get to your head, go be better! 
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Across: Down: 11 12 I 3 14 5 16 17 8 19 I 10 111 
1. Gaseous body 1. ····Slick 
5. Eastern leader 2. 50 across, archaically 112 
8. Poet ••• St. Vincent Millay 3. To prove 
12. The sea, archaically. 4. One who reams 
13. The •••· & the Fury 5. Macedonian Info Service, abbr. 
15. Geography, succintly 6. Russ. mountain range 
16. ••• = Pi • r • r 7. 1st Holy Roman Emperor 
17. To make joyous 8. lch (Lat.) 
18. Scandinavian capital 9. Illustrating 
19. You may ask for it 10. •·•• contendere (Lat.) 
21 . A ·••• 1n the machine 11. Agast, syn. 
22. ··- out, apropos women or dinner 13. Gay, eg. 
23. Yell , Simba-style 14. •••• Bergson 
26. Like most nuns 20. Jafar's bird 
29. Female wig 24. Transport, ' Charmed' style 
31. ' It is' to a poet 25. Alike 
32. Done column molding 26. More heinous 
34. Asian ox - 27. Type of exercise routine 
36. Depp film 29. She kept this clean (AC/DC) 
38. Muse of lyric poetry 30. Our (Fr.) 
40. Westchester Congresswoman 31. Superstation, abbr. 
152 ISJ ·r · - 54 J ·· 1ss 1$6 [57 l T . r· 158 [59 160 41 . Some trucks 33. Muscle grp 
43. Said to bring babies 35. Bard Org. 
45. US Nuke Agency, for short 37. Type of drunkard 
46. Give a new eponym 38. Play of Euripides 
47. Go against 42. Could be a curtain or skirt 
50. Happened to a hymen 44. Formerly know 
51 . Carnal act 47. Intelligent Org. 
52. Mongrel, eg. 49. Left 
54. Woven together 52. Snake, verb'd syn. 
61. Spanish dish or hodgepodge 53. Radius's neighbor 
~ROSSWOR~ 63. ' Back to you, Al', eg. 55. They're in a golfer's bag 64. Morrison, Braxton 56. Rock band Freud would have 
JEREMY LOW 65. S. Am. Empire enjoyed 
66. Length of time since I got laid 57. Smallest (as in, litter) 
67. College est'd by Henry VI 58. Might be passed in class 
68. The-··· Samurai 59. ··-· Slaughter (Baseball) 
69. Supersonic transport, for short 60. Drop-shot (Tennis) 
70. Found in many classrooms 62. A grain (sign.) 
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